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!h! Baroque B!l£• The taste for overpowering effects 
invaded the musical setting of the Mass. •Musicians of the 
Baroque did not draw the distinction between sacred and secular 
that is customary nowadays. They held that the composer wor-
shipped God best by speaking the language of his time and by 
using all the resources of his art.• (81:403) Masses were 
composed for as many as four choirs accompanied by orchestras 
that included every dramatic and dynamic instrument of the 
age. These Masses captured in music all the flamboyant. move-
ment or Baroque architecture. The Masses, like the Cantatas, 
Passions, and Oratorios of the age owed their existence to 
the monumental development and resources of the Opera. In 
short, the vibrancy and restlessness of the Baroque made de-
mands that were answered as spectacularly by secular and re-
ligious artists as they were by 17th century man in all other 
spheres of life. 
If Baroque art is "bold of gesture and conception; 
vigorous, and monumental," then Bach's style very definitely 
is "Baroque." Into his forms, Baroque, Bach poured so many 
subtle details that the forms could not be used to say much 
more. This, Bach must have found out when he conceived the 
"Kyrie• of the B Minor Mass. 
The form of the "Kyrie" is the same da capo form 
that he utilized in his arias. But the texture was conceived 
on such a large plain that the form dictated a new use of the 
da capo form. To Bach, the exact repetition of the first 
section must have felt wanting, for he writes the da capo 
out in full. 
Einstein says, of the B minor Mass: (:32:1:36) 
••• Bach miraculously realized all that was most com-
plete, comprehensive, and objective in his concept-
ion of the essence and being of Christiaaity. 
Supreme musicianship, the utmost vividness of 
imagination, and the profoundest capacity for 
emotion were in Bach made one. 
Bach scored the "Kyrie" for a chorus and orchestra 
consisting of strings, two flutes, two oboes d'amore, two 
bassoons and continuo. It is hard to conceive of the work 
as a whole even being used for liturgical music; its length 
alone renders it impractical. The "Kyrie" is one of twenty 
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four movements of this Mass. But Bach's nature was apparent-
ly such as to compel him to undertake and complete such an 
enormous task, for no apparent reason other than the edifica-
tion of his soul by expressing his great love for his 
Creator. In order to satisfy his driving desire, Bach had 
to almost create new forms. That is, by taking on this 
challenge he created problems which had to be solved. The 
solution of these problems led directly or indirectly into 
the classical concerto form. 
The overall form (consisting of a fugal texture) 
of the "Kyrie" may be outlined as such: 
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THE FORM OF "KYBIE ELEISON" - B MINOR MASS 
A. FIRST SECTION 
Introduction: 4 bars of "Adagio" (chorus and orchestra) 
Orchestral Ritornello: "Largo ed un poco piano" consisting of 
a three voice fugue; 
Choral Statement: 
B. MIDDLE SECTION 
consisting of a 5 voice fugue; 
with orchestral accompaniment; 
Choral Ritornello: orchestra and chorus sings; 
orchestral ritornello (three voice 
fugue) on V; 
Orchestral Interlude: transition back to tonic; 
A. CLOSING SECTION 
Choral Statement: 
Closing Ritornello: 
chorus and orchestra; 5 voiced fugue 
set in new harmonic color; (3/4 of 
way through) 
and new order of voice entries; 
The exact repetition of the 
orchestral ritornello for both 
chorus and orchestra. 
J.S. Bach B Minor Mass 
Kyr1e-
An amazing aspect of this composition is that its 
unifying principle is one subject consisting of two and one 
half bars. 
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Some of the problems that Bach had to solve is evident 
in this huge form. One of the first problems to be solved was 
how to contrast the orchestra and chorus so as to retain their 
individuality. The manner in whieh he solved it was handled 
much in the same manner by Mozart in his concertos; by simply 
giving an exposition or statement to each contrasting Mass. 
By the use of a figue, and five different voices to sing it 
(soprano I, soprano II, alto. tenor, and bass) Bach had 
another problem. How was he to have the answer to the fague 
subject always bring the tonality back to the tonic for the 
next voice to sing? If Bach did not return to the tonic 
key then he would go out of the tonal region which is 
labeled choral statement. The very nature of the fugue form 
was foreign to the use or five voices carrying the same sub-
ject in the same tonality. After four voices have sung the 
fugue subject, it wants to be developed. But by the sur-
prise inclusion of the first bar of the fugue subject (bar 44) 
in the second soprano voice, the tonality, from the key of D 
(III), is carried to the Tonic one bar later. Now the fifth 
voice - the basses - can sing their subject in the Tonic 
and ~ answer, in the dominant by the first sopranos begins 
the middle section. 
The "Kyrie" is Baroque in all meanings of the word. 
It is "bulging• with details; continuos in motion; developed 
with contrasting instrumental timbres; monumental in scope, 
and overwhelming in textual concept. This composition is 
an effective example of the use of the Baroque opera chorus, 
in the sincere and devout expression of "Lord, have mercy on 
me." The single subject, which grows into transitory se-
quences, unifies the meod of the text, and through its con-
stant appearance and movement, gives a theatrical, dramatic 
effect to the concept. 
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Two other selections of the Mass have been presented 
to give a better understanding or the Mass as a musical form, 
and to further illustrate the Baroque spirit through the 
genius of Bach. The selections are "Et in Unum Dominum,• 
a duet tor soprano and alto, and "Con Spiritu Sanctu,• an 
aria for bass. Both compositions utilize the "da capo form.• 
The "Et in Unum Dominum" is cast in a "canon• form 
for two voices (soprano and alto) appearing a beat away. 
This composition is illustrated on a graph to show the 
appearance of the subject (A) or its derivatives according 
to the summation series (l,J,S,8,13,21, etc.). The 
"thematic outline" of this work, intended for listening 
purposes, together with the chart will give a clear picture 
of the profusion of details that reflects the Baroque 
spirit. 
J.s. Bach: B minor MASS 
No. 14 Duet, Et in Unum Dominum 
Concepts to be made: 
(1) Cast in da capo form with the "da capo" 
written out; 
(2) An example of the profusion of detail 
inherent in the Baroque st7le; 
(a) Written in da capo form; 
(b) Written for two voices; 
(c) Written in a strict "canon• .; 
(d) Subjects or subject material appears at 
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every point of the summation series; (see chart) 
(e) Da capo form further unified by use of 
constantly appearing subject; 
(f) Architectural in concept. 
A FIRST SECTION 
MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
J.s. Bach: B minor Mass 
Et in Unum Dominum 
(1) Opening Ritornello 
(A) in I (canon form throughout) 
(A) in V 
(2) Vocal Statement 
(A) in I 
(A) in V in orchestral accompaniment 
(Al) in Voices (I) 
(A) in V (in Orchestral interlude) 
(A) in Voices (from II to III) 
(J) Orchestral Interlude 
B MIDDLE SECTION 
(1) 
(A11 ) in Voices to new text 
(A9) in orchestra 
A LAST SECTION 
(1) (A) in orchestra 
new voice figures and text; 
(2) Cl~sing Orchestral Ritornello (A ~) 4 bars cadencing on I. 
JJl 
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J.s. Bach: B minor Mass, •Et in Spiritum Sanctum• 
Concepts to be made;: 
(1) Cast in da capo form; however due to the fact of the 
length and nature of text, Bach writes out the da 
capo in full; 
(2) The vocal statement is a direct copy of Orchestral 
Bitornello; 
(3) Theme (B) and (C) in orchestra provides accompani-
ment to the climax of the voice; theme Bl) is the 
orchestral climax; 
(4) The middle section contains new music, text, key 
colors; 
(5) The closing Bitornello is a copy of the opening 
ritornello but changed to stay in the Key of I. 
Analization ~in!~ No.l8, •Et in Spiritum Sanctum" 
A FIBST SECTION 
1. Bars 1-13 Opening Ritornello 
2. 
(a) Contains 12 bars divided into 2 portions offour 
bars each and one 5 bar phrase: 
(b) (4 bars) Theme (A) by oboes d'amore in thirds 
and sixths 
(e) (5 bars) Theme (B) dialogue between oboes 
(d) (4 bars) Theme (C) played in unison 
Bars 13-25 Vocal Statement 
(a) (4 bars) (A) Voice sings to V as before: 
"Et in Spiritus Sanctum Dominum 
et vivifieantem,• 
(b) (5 bars) (B) Orchestra completes vocal (A) 
phrase with 5 bars of (B) and 4 of (C) 
transposed to I 
3. Bars 25-49 Voice re-enters 
(a) (4 bars) (A) in orchestra to thirds in voice 
(I-V) 
"Et in Spiritum Sanctum Dominum' 
et vivificantem,• 
(b) (7 bars) (Bl) Voice sings new material over a 
figure (B) accompaniment (Bar 5) from V (E) 
to V/V (B) (•et Tivificantem•) 
(c) (14 bars) (B) accompaniment extended 5 more bars 
over new "showy" melody in Voice to V 
(d) (C) theme to cadence on V 
"qui ex Patre Filio que procedit," 
4. Bars 49-61 Orchestral Ritornello in V 
(a) 12 bars (A), (B), (C) as before only in key 
of E (V) 
B MIDDLE SECTION 
1. Bars 61-75: Voice 
(a) (15 bars) theme (X) new text, new music from V 
(E) to VI (F# minor) 
"quicum Patre et Filio simul adoratur, 
adoratur et conglorificatur 
et conglorificatur.) 
2. Bars 75-92: Orchestral Interlude 
(a) (4 bars) (A) in orchestra, F# minor (last bar 
changed from VI (F#) to V/VI (C#) 
3. VoiCS? 
(a) Theme (Y) (7 bars) 
"qui locutus est per Prophetas, 
locutus est per Prophetas, 
per Prophetas locutus est." 
(b) (8 bars) above text repeated in voice,introduced 
by theme (B) from the orchestra and cadences 
on VI (F# minor) 
A FINAL SECTION 
1. Bars 93-132 Voi9e Ritornello 
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(a) (4 bars} (A} in Voice (I to V} 
"Et unam sanctum catholicam 
et apostolicam ecclesiam.• 
(b) (5 bars) (B) in orchestra 
(c) (4 bars) (C) in orchestra 
(d) (4 bars) (A) in orchestra accompanies voice in 
thirds 
(e) (7 bars) (Bl)in orchestra to melismatic vocal 
melodJ, this time in I 
(t) (5 bars) (B) in orchestra accompanying florid 
vocal line 
(g) (5 bars) new material 
"Unam sanctum catholicam et apostolicam 
ecclesiam." 
(h) (4 bars) (C) in orchestra (in I) accompanying 
continuation of text to 
(i) (4 bars), cadence bars from VI to I, end of 
voice 
2.· Bars 132-144 closing orchestral .ritornello 
(a) (4 bars) (A) in I 
(b) (5 bars) (B) 
{c) (4 bars) (C) 
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MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
J.s. Bach: ~minor 111!, "Et in Sp1ritum Sanctum• 
A FIRST 
(1) 
(2) 
• 
SECTION 
0Rening Ritornsll2 
(A) 4 bars 
(B) 5 bars (C) 4 bars 
Voi~e stat1ment 
(A) in voice 
(B) in orchestra (C) in orchestra to V (Al in orchestra to thirds of voice 
(B ) in voice over instrumental climax figure 
(B) in orchestra under new, climactic, voice melody (C) ·in,orchestra 
(3) Instrumental Interlude 
(A) all in E (V) 
(B) 
(C) 
B MIDDLE SECTION (new themes, color, text) 
(X) voice 
(A) orchestra in VI (F# minor) 
(Y) voice 
(B) orchestral accompaniment 
A LAST SECTION 
(A) voice 
(B) orchestra (C) orchestra (A) orchestra to thirds in voice 
(Bl) to florid treatment of voice in I 
(B) in orchestra accompanying florid voice (C) in orchestra accompanying "climax figure• 
Four cadence bars to I 
CJ.osing Orchettral Ritornello (A) (B) (C) all in I 
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The Architectual Musical Concept of Bach's Baroque Style 
That the intentions of Bach were sensitively attuned 
to the Baroque spirit, in terms of •theatricalism," monument-
ality, a profusion of many details, movement, sharp contrast, 
and a highly· developed virtuosity, may be seen in the following 
charts. That Bach must have planned very carefully and 
thoroughly for these effects is readily seen. 
In the charts entitled "The Symmetrical Division of 
The Time Span,• we have striven to show what one of Bach's 
first thought processes must have been. Notice how the 
measure time spans are divided in half, then in quarters, 
eighths and finally in sixteenths. At each division one 
can find a very significant beginning or ending of some 
section. Notice how symmetrical the form appears; the open-
ing orchestral ritornello and the closing ritornello come 
at equal distances from the center. 
The charts entitled "The Placement of Themes Accord-
ing to the Summation Series" attempt to illustrate the fact 
that a new entrance of one of the main subjects appears at 
the "appearance point" of each measure of the summation 
series. Bars 1,3,5,8,13,21,J4,55,89, etc. The most amazing 
factor is that every point of the summation series seems to 
start a new summation series. In the charts we have 
illustrated this fact by beginning a new cycle of the summa-
tion series at bar 5. With bar 5 as one, notice the 
definite appearance of the subject. 
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In the chart of "Et in Unum Deum," it would appear 
that Bach might be having "mathematical" fun with the summa-
tion series. Notice how, from each point of the series, the 
subjects or their derivatives appear. This is apparent 
evidence that this is not mere coincidence, but a consciously 
planned and carried through concept. 
The attempt to justify this concept, led this study 
to various works of Bach to see if the same thought processes 
were evident. As evidenced by the graphs on Bach's Opening 
Chorus of the St. Matthew Passion (a choral work), double 
violin concerto in d minor (an instrumental work}, and "Et 
in Unum Deum" (a duet), the findings of Dr. Norden, of the 
faculty of Boston University, School of Fine and Applied 
Arts, are proven to be positive. Bach very consciously and 
consistently applied this knowledge and technique to his 
musical concept. 
However, if one only looks at the graphs for the 
"fun of looking," he will gain new insight into the movement, 
vitality, theatricalness, meticulous attention to detail, 
contrast, virtuosity, and rhythmic drive of the Baroque 
spirit. 
Without looking too hard, one can readily see the 
illustration of the same type of "Baroque" thought that 
went into the construction of Versailles and Rome. The 
need of 17th century man for controlled and organized 
order is a common denominator in these illustrations. 
The construction of Versailles, Pommersfelden and 
Wurzburg all demonstrated the secular side of this need for 
representing order from a given point of view; in this case 
secular absolutism. Rome, the Vatican City, and the maDY 
churches of Austria, Switzerland, and Bavaria presented the 
fulfillment of this need in the religious aspect of the 
Baroque spirit. The elements of theatricalness, movement, 
monumentality, virtuosity and contrast added to the highly 
developed basic "mathematical" order, give us the style 
that we term the Baroque spirit. 
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Graph No. 1. 
J.S. Bach, "Et in unum Deum," 
B Minor ~· 
~ Span and Placement of Themes 
According iQ ~ Summation Series. 
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Graph No. 2a. 
J.S. Bach, Concerto in D Minor for 
Two Violins and Orchestra 
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~ Span ~ Symmetrical Subdivisions Qf Sections. 

Graph No, 2b. 
J.S. Bach, Concerto in Q Minor for 
!!Q Violins ~ Orchestra. 
~ Span ~ Symmetrical Location 2f Themes 
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Graph No. 2c. 
J.S. Bach, Concerto in D Minor for 
!!£ Violins and Orchestra. 
The Placement of Themes Accordi~ 
To The Summation Series. 
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Graph No. 2d. 
J.S. Bach, Concerto in Q Minor for 
Two Violins ~ Orchestra. 
A Visual Graph of the First !•lovement 
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Graph No. Ja. 
J.S. Bach, Opening Chorus, ~· Matthew Passion. 
Symmetrical Division ££ !1m! Span ~ ~ 
Location 2£ Performing Bodies. 
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Graph No. 3b. 
J.S. Bach, Opening Chorus, ST. Matthew Passion. 
Arrangement of Thematic Material 
According iQ the Summation Series. 
-·-~- -------
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Graph No.Jc. 
J.S. Bach, Opening Chorus, St. Matthew Passion. 
A Visual Graph Qf th~ Opening Chorus 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE AGE OF REVOLUTIONS: THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 
Print No. 148. Trumbull, Signing the Declaration of 
Independence 
Artcxt ,Tunior Ar t F.xten111ion Society NewYork-Westporl,Conf) 
Yale Art (iallery 
American School 
This chapter is divided into five sections. A general 
discussion of the moulding forces of the 18th century as they are 
reflected in the political, social and economic factors of this 
century; and discussions of the Rococo, Expressive, Storm and 
Stress, and Classical expressions in terms of specific social, 
political, and artistic forms of expressions. 
I. THE MOULDING FORCES OF THE 18th CENTURY. 
A. General Characteristics of the 18th Century. Just as 
it takes many factors to make water reach a boiling point, so it 
is with the progress of culture in history. The 18th century 
was born out of the forces that moulded the 17th century. These 
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forces, which we have termed the Baroque spirit, acted like a 
tidal wave which radically changed man's environment and view 
of life. The 17th century was primarily an era shaped for the 
aristocrats who dictated most of man's expressions in art, 
government, and religion. However, so overpowering, exciting, 
overwhelming, and abusive was this force that it injected new 
purpose, reasoning, and desires into the lives of the middle 
and lower classes of the 18th century. 
The social structure of these centuries catered to only 
about five percent of the population, leaving ninety-five 
percent of the people underprivileged and destined to support 
the extravagance and luxurious living of the aristocrats. This 
factor, coupled with the rising wealth, power, and education of 
the middle classes, founded its expression in the 18th century 
through social, political, philosophic, religious, and artistic 
revolutions. This age, which began by having the underprivi-
leged striving to imitate the nobility, ended by having the 
nobility strive to imitate the simplicity and naturalness of the 
common man. 
The rising wealth, education, and power of the growing 
middle classes created an environment which was conducive to 
revolutions against the injustices and inequality of the exist-
ing social structure. Advances in the application of scientttlo 
discoveries came hand in hand with the beginnings of the in-
dustrial revolution. This helped to give 18th century man 
faith in common man's ability and intellectual power of applied 
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experimental knowledge as a means to make this world a better 
place for everyone to live. The starting point of investiga-
tion was the individual, regardless of station of birth. 
Religion, philosophical systems, science, the arts, and the 
social order were all judged by how they contributed to the 
well-being of the individual. 
Thus, the forces which characterized the 18th ceritury 
were those that had as an aim "freedom, equality, and frater-
nity" for all men regardless of station of birth. The phi-
losopher Rousseau's cry "Back to nature" reflected the 18th 
century man's desire to rid himself of the injustices and in-
equalities of the existing social structure and replace it with 
one that permitted the individual to live as God intended him 
to - free to develop to the maximum of his ability without the 
interference of unjust social structures. Thus, in politics, 
this century witnessed social and political revolutions as in 
America and France. 
In science, this century witnessed the value of applied 
scientific knowledge in terms of Franklin's discoveries in 
electricity, Watt's steam engine, Hargreaves' spinning jenny, 
the beginning of the factory system, Eli Whitney's cotton gin, 
and Fitch's steamboat. All of these developments helped to 
give 18th century common man faith in the new philosophies of 
the age Which questioned the Divine Rights of Kings, and re-
ligious practices and dogmas. This expression reflects the 
revolution in thinking against the philosophy which held 
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together the 17th century social structure. Eighteenth century 
man believed that all men were created equal and were endowed 
by God "with certain inalienable rights, among which are "life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happiness.• 
In art, this same spirit is evidenced in the creation 
of music and musical forms dictated not by the privileged few, 
but by the newly-created mass audiences in newly-created opera 
houses and concert halls. However, the styles of art that ap-
pear in this century are as numerous as the movements that they 
reflect. The Rococo style is reflective of the disintegrating 
society of aristocrats who found their p~pose of life in the 
pursuit of pleasure and love. ~he Storm and Stress movement is 
very short-lived and dramatic, for it expresses the strong 
feelings of this period for the freedem of the individual. The 
Classical style in the arts is reflective of that power of the 
18th century which calls for a return to simplicity, balance, 
and perfection. 
The Social Structure 2.£ the 18th Century. The concept 
of Absolutism was at first welcomed by the middle class in the 
17th century, for it offered them protection, national laws, 
coinage systems, and better means of transportation. This 
system of government, which made it possible for them to amass 
their wealth, now began to make great demands on the middle 
class. The elite, who lived in extreme luxury, paid no taxes, 
and carried on wasteful and expensive wars, needed more reve~ 
nues to continue this existence. The breaking point, in terms 
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of financial and respectful support for the middle and lower 
classes, had arrived. 
The absolutism of Louis XIV had in fact given Fran.ce 
the highest standard of living then known in Europe. Why, 
then, did the revolution break out in France and in the world? 
Extremely downtrodden people seldom have enough spirit or 
strength to rebel. Frenchmen had both. Frenchmen received 
the needed moral reasons and support from philosophers like 
Voltaire. Education, which up until the 17th century was a 
privilege reserved only for those of noble birth, became wide-
spread due to the printing press and the wealth ·or the middle 
class. The growing scientific knowledge became a weapon in 
the hands of the rising middle class and was the impulse behind 
the writing of the Great Encyclopedia in whose volumes Rousseau, 
Diderot, .d 1Alembert, Voltaire, and their colleagues marshaled 
the whole of existing knowledge against the aristocratic order. 
If ever ideas were weapons in a struggle, it was in this century 
that saw the repository of 18th century philosophy, art, and 
science in one volume - the Great Encyclopedia. (81:452) 
Just as the 17th century witnessed man's struggle for 
the freedom of religious worship, the 18th century witnessed 
man's struggle for •Liberty, Equality and Fraternity• - the 
slogan of the French Revolution. Reactions were inevitable for 
about ninety-five percent of the Frenchmen belonged to the 
middle and lower classes, who had no privileges. But they had 
to pay a bewildering variety of taxes. This large group of 
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people had to pay outrageous taxes on salt and incomes, which 
everyone was expected to pay, but the members of the privileged 
classes evaded payment - a practice still in vogue in France 
today. Peasants were bitter because of the feudal dues they 
were required to pay whenever they used the lord's oven or 
winepress or crossed his bridges. Tax evaders were flogged, 
exiled, or forced to work in the galleys. Besides, peasants 
were obliged to work on roads and bridges a certain number of 
days each year or else pay a fine. Some peasants had only one-
fifth of their income left after paying taxes. Nor did a 
peasant dare to complain if the hunting dogs or pigeons of 
nobles destroyed their crops1 
The privileged class made their biggest mistake in 
antagonizing the bourgeoisie. Guild restrictions on trade, 
heavy taxes, and the government's policy of granting business 
monopolies to royal favorites angered this middle class. 
Furthermore, goods passing from one province to another were 
subject to so many different taxes - actually internal tariffs -
that business could not survive. These, plus many more abuses, 
forced the bourgeoisie to join forces with the desperate 
peasants and workers to unsaddle the aristocrats, who refused 
to grant these people •Liberty, Equality and Fraternity" - a 
slogan that was heard around the world and found its way into 
our constitution. 
The American Revolution, which took place in 1775, had, 
at its center of unrest, much of· the same problems and reasons 
that brought the revolution to France in 1790: unfair taxes 
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imposed on the people by a government in which they had no 
voice. This was the immediate justification needed to allow 
the 18th century man to express the strong feeling or mould-
ing force of this century - "Liberty, Equality and Fraternity." 
The Moulding Forces of ~ 18th Century. The turbu-
lence of the Baroque force spent itself in the 18th century 
by dividing into three separate movements or forces, which 
took on new qualities. These forces are reflected in art 
styles of the Rococo, of the Classical Period, and of the 
Storm.and Stress.Period. Since the atmosphere of this era was 
conducive to individuality, the art styles that develop are 
much more personal than those of the Baroque era. This is es-
pecially true of the Rococo and Storm and Stress movements. 
Both of these are short-lived and reflect the personalities, 
philosophies, and lives of those people immediately concerned. 
This element of personal expression found its way into the 
Classical style and helped to transform it into the Romantic 
style of the 19th century. 
Two general styles or manners can be distinguished in 
the musical products around 1720: The Rococo and the 
Expressive. The Rococo was cultivated especially in Franpe, 
-
and the French term •style gallant• (gallant style) is often 
used as a synonym for Rococo. The Expressive style arose 
somewhat later and is mostly a German development. The German 
phrase "Empfindsamer Stil" (literally, "sensitive style•) was 
the designation used for the Expressive style. Both styles 
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are outgrowths of the Baroque tendency to concentrate all 
musical interest in the two outer voices: homophonic texture; 
but in these newer styles, the bass loses all of the quali-
ties of contrapuntal independence, and becomes merely a back-
ground for the melody, while the inner voices hardly exist 
at all. (45:416) 
The Expressive style was an affair of the middle class; 
it was the "style bourgeois.• Instead of being ornate, it is 
sometimes very plain, and sentimental in more of a Baroque 
vein. The ease and elegance of the Rococo as well as some of 
its decorative charm will be found combined with the expressive 
quality of the •sttle bourgeois• in most compositions in the 
middle of the 18th century, and both styles are completely 
absorbed by the music of the Classical style. 
THE ROCOCO SPIRIT 
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II. THE ROCOCO: THE FIRST TRIBUTARY OF THE BAROQUE 
The first tributary of the Baroque force actually 
represents a rebellion against the turbulence and monumental-
ity of the Baroque. This movement has its beginning with the 
death of King Louis XIV in 1715 and reflected the dissolution 
of the abuses, monumentality, and regality of the absolute 
power of monarchies. King Louis XIV had founded the Royal 
Academy of Art, whose task it was to dictate and control the 
style of art in the country. The •sun King" was very power-
ful and consolidated his country by forcing the nobles to 
live with him under the large roof of Versailles. In this 
manner, he could keep a stern eye on these courtiers and 
control the national policy. 
When King Louis XIV died in 1715, it was as if the 
entire French court had decided to go on a holiday. The 
successors of Louis XIV lacked the desire to emulate the 
Grand Monarch in his enthusiasm for work and meticulous at-
tention to the business of state. Louis XV, described by 
Burns as •an idolent rake,• divided his time between gambling, 
hunting, and life's dalliance with the ladies of his court. 
One of his favorite mistresses was Madame de Pompadour. She 
was not of noble stock, but due to her position with the king, 
practically controlled the affairs of the country. Problems 
of government bored the king incredibly, and when obliged to 
preside at the council table, he "opened his mouth, said little, 
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and thought not at all. 11 ( .lB. : p. 460) 
His grandson, who succeeded him, Louis XVI, was also 
weak in character and mentally dull. Indifferent to policy, 
he amused himself by shooting deer from the palace window and 
playing at his hobbies of lock-making and masonry. These 
kings brought their country to the verge of bankruptcy by 
their costly wars and by their restless extravagance for the 
benefit of mistresses and worthless favorites. 
The Definition of the Term Rococo. The expression 
in art of this movement of 18th century life is found in the 
art style termed Rococo. The word is derived from the French 
word "shell," suggesting the decorative scroll and shell-work 
ornamentation characteristic of the style. As the upper 
classes exchanged the goal of power for that of pleasure, art 
moved from the monumentality of the Baroque to the playfulness 
and lightfulness of the Rococo. 
Upon the death of Louis XVI, the nobles deserted the 
royal palace of Versailles, where they had been forced to live, 
and built themselves elegant, private town houses in Paris. In 
these miniature palaces, the nobles decorated their dainty 
rooms for intimate conversations or card-playing, with slender, 
graceful, proportions. The rooms were filled with never-ending 
movement in easy curves, with a definite avoidance of straight 
lines and angles; light color with much ornamental gilding; the 
use of many mirrors to add vivacity to their reflections. 
These elements, in general, constituted the Rococo style, the 
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light, sparkling, thoroughly-French version of the Baroque. 
The furniture created for these rooms also reflected 
the force of the Rococo, which unlike the Baroque, was limited 
only to the aristocrats. The furniture shows a design based 
entirely upon curved lines, slender proportions, and dainty 
decorations of flowers and garlands. (40:601) 
The Rococo: A Style Reflecting The Personal Tastes 
And ~ of the 18th Century Aristocrats. Where as the 
Baroque spirit in art reflected the monumental strides in 
17th century life and the high somber monumental ideals of 
the monarchs, the Rococo reflected the lightness of life and 
the emphasis placed on the fun of pleasure and unrealistic 
ideals by the 18th century monarchs and nobility. Life was 
a stage on which the nobles could play at pretending that 
they lived in a world completely free from worry, where the 
sheep never stray. In this world, all there was to be done 
was to devote their lives to the pursuit of love. It became 
the fashion for the aristocrats to dress like shepherds and 
shepherdesses. Marie Antoinette, the last ~ueen of France, 
actually had a model farm built on the ground of the Palace 
of Versailles, where she and her friends could play at being 
milkmaids and field hands, shepherds and shepherdesses. 
(56 :200) 
Machlis says that the Rococo is an art of feminine 
allure centered around the intimate salon and boudoir. This 
style is a miniature, ornate art aimed at the enchantment of 
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the senses and based on the law that the first law of life is 
to enjoy oneself. (81:44) 
Thus, we can see that the Rococo was actually an 
extension of the Baroque in that it aimed to overwhelm the 
senses. However, since the ideals of the nobility had changed, 
the art expression also changed to reflect the new unrealistic, 
lighthearted and loose morality of the 18th century aristo-
cracy. Burns gives the following description of the 18th 
century: 
The eighteenth century, in particular, was an age 
of pampered elegance and gracious living decidedly at 
variance with the ascetic taboos of the church. The 
houses of the nobles were resplendently furnished with 
shining mirrors, crystal chandeliers, and graceful sofas 
and chairs richly upholstered 1n brocaded silk. Men 
of the upper classes arrayed themselves in powdered wigs, 
velvet coats with lace at the cuffs, silk stockings, and 
knee breeches of delicate hue. Not since the days of the 
Renaissance had fashion played so dominant a part in the 
lives of both sexes. Habits of personal behavior were 
also characterized by similar qualities of elegance and 
artificiality. Form was everything; motive, nothing. The 
ladies and gentlemen of the best society addressed even 
those whom they cordially hated with the most fulsome 
compliments and groveled disgustingly in the presence of 
higher rank. (18:502) 
Burns goes on to say that among the upper classes, 
manners very largely took the place of morals. The ladies and 
gentlemen who danced the stately minuet and deported them-
selves with such charming grace quite commonly ridiculed 
married love as a relic of a benighted past. Adultery became 
fashionable and almost a virtue. A husband sometimes lived on 
friendly terms with his wife's lovers, for no one in this 
cultivated society could be so uncouth as to display any 
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sentiment of jealousy. The prevailing attitude toward re-
lations between the sexes appears to have been that of Buffon, 
who declared that •there is nothing good in love but the 
physical.• 
The Rococo in Art. One can read in the art of the 
period the elegance and artificaility that characterizes it, 
for art in France was a monopoly of the privileged class. 
The pompous dignity of the court of Louis XIV and the elegance 
and light gaiety of Louis XV and XVI, it was the business of 
the painters to portray. The greatest painter of the French 
Rococo was Jean Antoine Watteau (1684-1721). 
Watteau's •Embarkation for Cythera• reflects a society 
that was founded on leisure and elegance. In the delightful 
cool shade of a park, couples are idly loitering; winged doves 
hover about, cling to a statue of Venus, and dance around a 
dainty, gilded ship toward which the couples are making their 
way to journey to the island of love far away in the golden, 
misty distance. All is lightheartedness and gaiety, grace and 
elegance. But Watteau was too much of an artist to express 
merely this idea. 
No master in all European art painted with greater 
feeling for delicate nuances ot color and line than 
Watteau. His smallest drawing is alive with movement 
wonderfully harmonized with the form it stirs. His 
colors, softened as with liquid silver, vibrate and 
fuse with the atmosphere. The drawing of Rubens and 
the color of Venice and of Flanders converge in Watteau 
to form exquisite new rhythms and harmonies. He seems 
to paint as the bird flies, on the pinion of instinct 
and feeling. He composes no epic dramas of life like 
Poussin and Rubens, but lyrical interpretative songs, 
fashioned from the bloom of light and gliding forms. 
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As though he were conscious of his early death 
and the tragic fragility of love, an expression of 
infinite melancholy pervades his work. With an 
insight into the spiritual decadence of society 
of his time, he seems almost prophetic of its 
destiny. (129:589) 
40) 
Robb claims that this painting was directly inspired 
by Rubens' "Garden of Love." The robust types of Rubens were 
changed by Watteau to slight graceful French forms, but the 
mood is the same and the fanciful setting is similar, with 
the ambient atmosphere of the park opening into the depths 
of a misty expanse. The winged doves and the garden sculptures 
of Venus, as the presiding deity of the festival, appear in 
both. But Watteau refined the gleaming silks, made the 
passage from color to color more subtle, the movements more 
graceful and harmonious. His festival of love belongs wholly 
to the dream world of the imagination whereas Rubens• touches 
actuality in the veracious portraits, the solid tangible 
Baroque architecture, and the substantiality of a hundred 
realistic details. The episode Watteau illustrated, the de-
parture of the felicitous ones for the island of eternal love, 
is itself a phantasy, a dream of lovers fleeing from the con-
straints of the real world in a golden barque with gauzy sails 
into the pearly mist of eternal joy. 
The Rococo or gallant style arose in courtly, aristo-
cratic circles; it was elegant, playful, easy, witty, polished, 
and ornate. "Gallant• was a catchword of this period, and was 
applied to all that was thought to be modern, smart, chic, 
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smooth, easy, and sophisticated. The Rococo is Baroque 
decorativeness without grandeur. 
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Watteau's counterpart in ~usia was Francois Couperin 
(1688-1733). He was one of a family of distinguished musi-
cians and the greatest of the French school of clavecinists. 
His art crystallizes the miniature world of the 
Rococo and the attributes of Gallic genius-wit, re-
finement, pointed rhythm and scintillating ornament, 
clarity and precision ••••• Its goal is the goal of 
his nation's music from Lully to Debussy and on 
down to Milhaud and Poulenc today: to charm, to 
delight, to entertain. (81:449) 
The reflections of this Rococo age can be seen in 
Couperin's love of literary titles. "The Prude,• "The Harvest-
ers," "Tender Nanette,• "The Seductress" -these are finely-
drawn portraits in tone, 18th century miniatures that depict 
the world Couperin knew." Like Debussy, Who admired him 
intensely, he sought inspiration outside himself. A tender 
sentiment informs his music; but it is sentiment of an objec-
tive, descriptive kind. His harpsichord pieces are "lively 
of proportion, limpid of texture, exquisitely adapted to the 
crystalline sonority of the harpsichord." Many are in binary, 
or two-part, form (A~B) the first part modulating from the 
home key to a contrasting key, the second effecting the return. 
They are built up of two-and four-bar fragments in a kind of 
mosaic style that avoids bigness of line. Everything is said 
intimately and twice. We meet this mannerism again in 
Debussy. 
Einstein,- in illustrating how J. S. Bach epitomized 
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the instrumental music idiom, refers to Couperin as such: 
It is as· though Francois Couperin, the great master 
of the harpsichord, and himself the completion of the 
work of three generations, had developed the French 
clavier suite to a high point only in order to give 
back a stimulus. (32:136) 
Debussy thought thus of him "French music aims first 
of all to give pleasure, Couperin, Rameau - These are true 
Frenchmen.• (81:451) 
Musical Examples ~ Reflect the Rococo Spirit. 
Musical expressions for the elite developed along the 
same lines of their social philosophy. With the need for 
smaller "parlors," in which intimate "tete-a-tetes" full of 
highly-polished wit could take place, came the need for 
"witty" and environmental or background music. These parlors 
were elegantly furnished with very ornate, highly skillful 
ornamentations. This element of ornamentation, found every-
where - on furniture, frames, walls, rugs, mirrors, and jewel-
ry, reflected the love for all that was highly refined, delicate, 
elegant, smart, and witty. Although this style of art re-
flected the artificial life of the elite, it should by no means 
be considered an artificial style that lacked ingenuity, skill, 
and ability. The Rococo style was very virtuous in technique, 
abounded in ornamentation, and expressed •witty" programmatic 
concepts. 
The harpsichord works of Francois Couperin are ·good ex-
amples of this element of the Rococo style. In particular, 
the ten harpsichord pieces from the second book of his 11 P1eces 
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de Clavacin" demonstrate "the highest achievement" of the 
18th century art of the harpsichord. These were, for the 
most part, written after 1715, the year that King Louis XIV 
died. Couperin was the official "Organist of the Chapel 
Royal,• thus he was in the position to be sensitive and close 
to the trends of the upper society in terms of art styles. 
These pieces abound in difficult ornamentations, and 
are very demanding to perform. Among the set are "La 
Raphaele, .. "L'Ausoniene,• and "L'Unique." The use of pro-
grammatic titles reflects the desire to appeal to his witty 
and sophisticated audience. L'Ausoniene is actually an 
"Allemande;" and L'Unique a "Sarabande." But it was no 
longer enough to call a composition by its own designation 
as expressed by the programmatic content of the titles. 
This need for the delicate, the intimate, the refine~ 
and the sophisticated by the Rococo spirit is further illus-
trated in the use of the clavichord. This is a keyboard in-
strument whose tone is produced by a tangent "pressing" 
against the strings. The tone produced, controlled by "touch," 
was an intimate, soft, delicate, "breath-like sound." In 
contrast to the hard, impersonal, "bright silvery" tone of 
the harpsichord, those tone could be heard in a large hall, 
the clavichord was a much more intimate concept designed only 
as a "home instrument. 11 This "darling of the gallant style'' 
was incapable of loud sounds; the loudest sound would be 
around a modest "mezzo forte." However, in keeping with the 
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philosophy of this movement, the level of sonority could be 
controlled, and ranged from this "mezzo-forte11 to an"in-
finite piano.• Some authorities claim that this instrument 
was Mozart's favorite form of expression, for it did allow 
for highly personal, intimate expression in terms of "orna-
ments• and the slight graduations of sound from soft to loud, 
or to very, very, soft. Most of the music written for the 
harpsichord could be played on this instrument whose conception 
was in keeping with the Rococo spirit. 
The appearance and development of new 11 ethereal" 
sounding instruments at the Rococo courts further document 
the expression of the Rococo for the light, the exquisite, 
and the delicate. 
Instruments such as the nail violin, an instrument 
played with a violin bow (invented c.l740), the glass 
harmonica, an instrument played by the "delicate" friction 
of the fingers, (invented in 176J), and the ancient "Aeolin 
~' an instrument played by the winds of Mother Nature, 
answered the needs of the Rococo social fad in much the same 
manner illustrated by Watteau and Boucher in their paintings. 
~ Nail Violin, also called the nail harmonica, was 
an instrument, "if it may be called this," consisting of a 
semicircular sounding board in which nails or U-shaped iron 
pins of various lengths are driven around the edge. The 
nails, when made to vibrate by a violin bow, produced a 
mystical, "ethereal'' sound. There exists a quartet for "nail 
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violin," two violins, and a cello by F. w. Rust. (3:478) 
The Glass Harmonica, invented by Benjamin Franklin, 
consisted of finely-tuned glass bowls of diminishing size 
mounted on a spindle which was rotated by means of pedals. 
The spindle was fitted into a trough filled with water, so 
that the glasses were kept moist. The instrument was made 
to vibrate by the delicate friction of the fingers. (3:316) 
Mozart wrote two Adagios and Rondo for Glass 
Harmonica, flute, oboe, viola and cello. K.617 and K.617a. 
(Recording: Research Period XII, Mannheim and Vienna, •w. A. 
Mozart• Archive Production ARC 3044). 
The Adagios for Glass Harmonica were written for a 
blind virtuoso on the glass harmonica in 1791. Although the 
recording will give an idea of the sound, the music is nqt 
representative of this period, for it was written in the last 
year of Mozart 1 s life, after the Rococo 11 fads 11 had come to an 
abrupt end on the guillotine. 
' The Aeolin Harp was a revival of an ancient Chinese 
and Indian instrument that appeared in Europe in the Middle 
Ages. (3:16). This instrument was a long narrow box with six 
or more gut strings stretched inside over two bridges. The 
strings were tuned in unison and varied in thickness and, 
therefore, tension. The instrument was played by the 0 winds" 
of Mother Nature according to the strength of the breeze and 
tension of the strings. The lighter the breeze, the lower the 
sound; the stronger the breeze, the richer the sound. This 
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instrument, which produced a mysterious and "embellishing" 
effect went further in the direction of sophistication and 
delicateness than its "sister• the glass harmonica, and the 
nail violin. In contrast to the bow of the nail violin and 
the "delicate• fingers of the glass harmonica, the Aeolin 
harp required only the presence of Mother Nature's cooling 
breeze which, as it performed its function of providing 
moving air, also enriched the environment of the Rococo"parlor" 
with exquisite sounds. 
The Rococo Instrumental Forms. 
The love of sophisticated, graceful, ornamental, 
delicate, and entertaining life of the Rococo court is also 
reflected in the many "divertimenti• and ••serenades" that ap-
peared at this time. These were short pieces for garden 
parties, weddings, birthdays, or for •moonlight" serenades. 
The fact that a composer could not always rely on the harpsi-
chord for the performance of these pieces (especially surprise 
outdoor serenades for a loved one), helped to teach the com-
posers to write music that did not need the harmonic support 
of the "continuo. 11 This development did much to help make 
music dramatic, for the continuo was not flexible enough to 
portray the new language of the era. By dropping the 
continuo, the composers began to write in four harmonically-
oriented parts. Parts for the piano were now written in full. 
The development of the 11 string quartet,'' symphony, and sonata 
form owe a great deal to this development. 
Musical Examples of the Rococo. 
A. Recording: XII Research Period, Mannheim and Vienna. 
11 W. A. Mozart 11 Archive Production ARC 3121. 
(1) Five Italian Notturni and Canzonetta 
(2) Four Movements for Wind Instruments 
--
(3) Divertimento for two Clarinets and Bassoon No. 3 
In Bb Major, K. 439b 
(4) Mozart, Symphony No. 35 in D Major, K.385 ( 11 The 
Haffner") 
Recording: London, CS 6081 
Performers: The Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, 
Josef Krips, Conductor 
B. Concepts ~ be made: 
(1) The five Italian Nocturnes and Canzonetta 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
11 Miniature" works of art; 
Graceful melodies; 
The Imperial Court Poet Pietro Metastasio 
provided the "highly polished" love poems; 
Probably intended for 11 evening serenades;" 
Instrumental color predominantly woodwinds; 
(2) Four Movements for Wind Instruments 
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(a) Makes exclusive use of the then new clarinet 
and wind instrument shadings: clarinet, 
bas soon and bas set horns ; 
(b) "Miniature," graceful works of art; 
(c) Strings could be added at will, depending 
on the location of performance and availa-
bility of performers. 
(3) Divertimento No. 3 in Bb Major 
(a) A short informal "character" piece intended 
for some social diversion or entertainment. 
(4) Mozart, Symphony No. 41 in C Major (K.551) 
(a) 
(b) 
Originally written as a serenade to celebrate 
the reigning of his friend Sigmund Haffner 
of Salzburg, Austria, to the nobility. 
The two minuets and a march were included in 
the original score, but when it received 
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its first performance, these extra movements 
were eliminated. 
(c) Consists of four movements: 
I. Allegro con spirito 
II. Andante 
IIL Minuet 
IV. Presto 
(d) Allegro con spiritu: 
1. The First Section contains two con-
trasting main themes which are varied 
in nature and sonority. The (A) 
theme has a forcible rhythmic figure 
and wide leaps; the (B) theme is of a 
softer vein and not really the "con-
trasting• theme of the later Classical 
style Which was always contrasted 
further by a new dynamic key color.(V.) 
2. This element of key contrasting themes 
can be evidenced here by the use of 
variants of the (A) theme in the 
dynamic color of (A). (V) 
J. The Middle or Development Section, cast 
in the key-or III (F# Major) is short 
and consists of canonic treatment of 
the (A) theme. 
4. The Last or Restatement Section has the 
(A~eme in the home color and comes 
to an appropriate festive close. 
s. Further Understanding of This Form: 
This •Rattner" serenane-rs-a good ex-
ample of the development of the sonata 
form from the 11 functional" ensemble 
music of the nocturnes and diverti-
menti to the more elaborate concept of 
thematic placement and definite tonal 
areas of the later classical sonata 
form. The classical sonata form grew 
out of this practice of contrasting 
themes, colors, and sections, and is 
a very important understanding, for it 
will provide the students with the de-
velopmental knowledge that will aid 
the "creative learning" process to fully 
comprehend the later classical sonata 
form. 
THE EXPRESSIVE SPIRIT 
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III. THE EXPRESSIVE STYLE: 
AN ELEMENT AND FORERUNNER OF THE CLASSICAL STYLE 
The time was ripe for the portrayal of the lives 
and scenes of the underprivileged. This expression in art, 
which soon found its way into the Classical style, is closer 
to the Expressive style ( "emfindsamer stil 11 ) which appeared 
at the same .time in music. The Kitchen Still Life by Jean 
Simeon Chardin has a meaning similar to Greuze•s, but it is 
portrayed without the element of preaching or staging. In-
stead of using expensive silver dishes and handblown glass, 
he picked a few plain, sturdy kitchen pieces and some un-
cooked meat and fowl - the household things of a common man. 
Chardin has found so much beauty in these everyday objects, 
he treats them with such respect and understanding that they 
suddenly become important, expressive, symbols for a way of 
life. All this he does through the painter's language -
light, color and form - instead of borrowing the language of 
the stage. (see Chardin's: Back from the Market.) 
The "expressive• style, a forerunner of the Classical 
style, found its style of expression being portrayed on the 
international scene. William Hogarth, (1697-1764) an English 
painter, used this new 11 expressive style" to portray and 
satirize realistic scenes from daily life. In Hogarth's 
~Orgy (scene III from the series "The Rake's Progress") 
we find him portraying a "morality play." Hogarth's sermon 
is so full of the spice of life that we can enjoy this ex-
pression without taking its lesson at face value. He seemed 
so intent upon depicting and sermonizing about the vices and 
foibles of his contemporaries that he forgot that his 
pictorial medium should have an architecture and an organic 
coherence. (20:530) 
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Gardner says that this Expressive style in England 
was a result of the social gulf separating the classes in 
the 18th century. The portrait painters supplied the demands 
of the aristocracy, as did the builders and furniture makers. 
On the wave of classicism and •consequent antiquarianism,• 
many classical statues and paintings by "old masters" found 
their way into manor and town houses. But it was not in this 
social stratus that Hogarth found his interest. His"morali-
ties" were aimed at the London middle classes that he knew 
so well, and were so strongly narrative and realistic. The 
middle classes had been growing in power at the expense of 
the court. Of the middle classes were the Puritans, whose 
life was drab and intolerant; of the members of the court 
were the "Cavaliers," who were trivial, artificial, and li-
centious. In the life and manners of these people Hogarth 
found his subject matter. The dramatic situations are stage 
productions focusing attention upon narration and satire. 
(see: The Gin Lane) 
This freedom of expression is also seen in Hogarth's 
portrait of The Graham Children. This portraiture is of 
Print No . 99 . Hogarth, "Canvassing for Votes " 
THE UNIVERSITY PRINTS 
BOS70:~ 
THE ELECTION: CANVASSING FOR VOTES 
8oane Collection, London 
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MARRIAGE A LA MODE: THE MARRIAGE CONTRACT 
TATE GALLERY. LONDON 
HOGARTH. 1697-1764 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
MARRIAGE A LA MODE : SHORTLY AFTER MARRIAGE 
TATE GALLERY, LONDON 
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Print No. 118. Chardin, 11 The Narket Girl" 
UNIV E RSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
THE MARKET GIRL 
LOUVR E, P ARIS 
CHARDIN . 1699-1779 
E 38 
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Print No. 119. Chardin, "Still Life" 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
STILL LIFE. MENU DE GRAS 
LOUVRE, PARIS 
CHARDIN. 1699 1779 
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Print No. 98. Hogarth, "The Graham Children" 
The Graham Children Wm. Hogarth, 1697-1764, English 
Artext JuniOr No. 496 . Photographed In co l01 from the ongmal pamtmg 1r 
NatiOnal Gallery, London . 
Artext Prints, Inc., Westport, Conn. 
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children of a well-to-do family, as one may gather by no-
ticing the fine costumes, surroundings, and toys. All of the 
portraits of children in the past were alway's formal portraits 
with poses borrowed from adults. Hogarth does this but in a 
new way. He has injected satire and humor into this practice. 
The two girls seem to be having fun pretending to be ladies; 
the little boy is cranking his music box for his bird in the 
cage, but a large cat has jumped onto the back of the chair. 
This has the poor bird shrieking and flapping its wings in-
stead of singing. In the poses of the boy and little girl, 
we can see the humor of Hogarth coming through to satirize 
the expected formality of the children. 
The development of this new •expressive style" which 
soon culminated in the Classical style, was in part due to 
the fact that the artists now could depend upon the wealth 
of the middle classes for their support. They knew in order 
to be successful financially and artistically, they had to 
appeal to the tastes of the new massed audience. This in a 
sense represents the revolt against the style dictation of 
the "official academies," in favor of the style preference 
of the new, powerful, growing society. 
Evidence of the power of this new "expressive force" 
can ~e seen in the fact that artists everywhere looked for 
new types of subject-matter. This was not so in the Baroque 
nor in the past. The majority of older pictures represented 
Biblical scenes, lives of saints, mythologies of Ancient 
Greece, heroic tales of Rome, and allegorical-type lofty 
subjects. (44:362) 
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Proof of the revolution taking place in art subjects 
is noted by the fact that only in the middle of the 18th 
century do we find artists straying away from the narrow 
limits of illustration of the past. Rarely did a painter, 
before this era, paint a scene from a romance, or an episode 
of medieval or contemporary history in a realistic style. 
Suddenly artists of the mid-18th century felt free to choose 
as their subjects anything from a Shakespearean scene to a 
typical event, or anything that appealed to the imagination 
and aroused interest. This is the reflection in art of the 
11humani tarian force" that was being expressed in poll tical and 
social terms as 11 Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity." 
The American artist John Singleton Copley (1737-1815) 
is another evidence of this force. He chose, in his painting 
Charles I Demanding ~ Surrender £! ~ ~ Impeached 
Members, a subject of comparatively recent 17th century 
history. He chose to illustrate, as realistically as possible, 
that moment When the Speaker of the House of Commons chal-
lenged the King's authority and declined to surrender the 
five impeached members. Only three years before this paint-
ing, George III had also been forced to submit to the 
Americans and sign the peace with the independent United 
States. The story is told that when the Queen of England 
saw the painting she turned away in pained surprise, and 
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after a long and ominous silence said to the young American: 
"You have chosen, Mr. Copley, a most unfortunate subject for 
the exercise of your pencil.• (44:)64) The techniques of 
this painting are closer to the classical style than the pre-
vious paintings mentioned, in that his subjects are in static, 
almost sculptured, poses. The environment is laid out in 
linear planes, broken only by the Gothic-type stained windows 
and the dramatic horizontals of the subjects. 
The Expressive Style in Music. 
While Bach and Handel were excavating the profound-
est depths of the main channel of music, many tributaries 
were flowing into it from various directions. The subsequent 
development of music is traceable mainly to the influence of 
these side-streams, while the influence of Bach becomes almost 
untraceable before the 19th century. 
The search for a new, dynamic, personal language by 
18th century musicians to reflect the ideals of the newly-
created middle class is reflected on the international scene. 
Musicians in Paris, Berlin, Mannheim, Vienna, Italy and in 
England were all contributing to the growth of a new language 
and the later-established •classical forms." This Expressive 
style was an affair of the middle class and in general 
eliminated all ornateness and shallowness characterized in the 
Rococo style, in favor of a more direct, plain and sentimental 
expressive quality. The aims of these bourgeois musicians 
were reflected in Rousseau's MBack to Nature" movement in that 
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the composers strove for simplicity and naturalness. However, 
the expressive style did not completely preclude ornamentation, 
but these were kept in appropriate bounds. The expressive style 
often exploited the elements of •surprise," abrupt shifts of 
harmony, strange modulations, unusual turns of melody, un-
expected pauses, changes of texture, and sudden sforzando 
accents. The culmination of the expressive style is seen in 
the Storm and Stress Movement in the 1760's and 1770's. 
(45:422) During this period the terms became synonymous. 
Two sons of Bach, Carl Philip Emmanuel, and Johann 
Christian Bach, contributed much to the new style. They felt 
that their father's style was "old fashioned" and could no 
longer reflect the new forces of their age. Carl P. E. Bach, 
who settled in Berlin, and his brother J. c. Bach, who 
settled in London, became leaders of the new style. The other 
leaders were Johann Stamitz at Mannheim, George Christoph 
Wagensil in Vienna, and an Englishman named William Boyce. 
The main contribution of these men to the later 
Classical style was the development of a tonal and melodic 
contrasting second main theme in their musical forms. By so 
doing, the sonata form took on a new dramatic quality and be-
came a vehicle for the Expressive style. The inclusion of a 
second theme in a dynamic contrasting key color added length 
and significance to the musical expressions they were por-
traying. 
The development, or middle sections, became the areas 
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delegated for thematic development in a dynamic, organically-
unified, serious, and dramatic style enriched by contrapuntal 
elements. The restatement of the First Sections always used 
the tonic key and main melodic elements. 
Another significant contribution was the establish-
ment, through use, of the three movement structure for the 
symphonies, patterned after the Italian Overtures - Fast, 
Slow, Fast. 
That these men also helped to establish the 19th cen-
tury symphonic orchestra, is further evidence of the search 
for a new language and medium to portray the new forces of 
the age. 
The appearance of the symphonic style was closely 
connected to the new demands arising from a new form of musi-
cal performance, the public oncert, which made its appearance 
at this time. 
The Mannheim Orchestra (referred to as the Mannheim 
School) set the pace for the other orchestras in Europe in 
terms of performance ability and standardization. The 
Mannheim Orchestra consisted of twenty violins, four violas, 
four violoncellos, four double basses, two flutes, two oboes, 
two bassoons, four horns, one trumpet, and two kettledrums. 
(45:425) This was an exceptionally large group for this 
century, but these people had a lot they wanted to say. 
Eventually, the practice of flexibility of parts, that is 
having any wind instrument double any string part, ~ ~ 
versa, was dropped in favor of entrusting each instrument, 
and sections of instruments, with important, independent, 
and .fully written parts. 
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The man who contributed a great deal to the accomplish-
ments and reputation in Europe of the Mannheim Orchestra was 
Johann Stamitz. He developed the new style of performance in 
terms of the softest pianissimo to the loudest fortissimo 
through the thrilling sound of its crescendo. The exploita-
tion of the techniques of orchestral contrasts between soft 
and loud were manifestations of the desire for flexibility 
and variety of musical expressions to portray the Expressive 
spirit of the middle class. This same desire was responsible 
for the development and·adoption of the pianoforte as a 
successor to the harpsichord. (45:423) 
Johann Stamitz is also known for his contributions 
of the "rocket-theme," (subjects or figures which usually rise 
over a wide range, usually in broken chords,) the lyrical 
"sighing" anticipatory notes (appogiaturas), rousing synco-
pated rhythms, and a colorful orchestration. These were 
startling, new, and useful techniques to better portray the 
18th century man's expressions. 
That we have in Mozart a culminating classical com-
poser is partly due to the fact that he, in his travels, knew 
these men and their styles. While in London, he met J.C. Bach; 
in Mannheim, J. Stamitz, etc. The amalgamation of all 
of the contributions of the Expressive, Rococo and Storm and 
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Stress movements found their expression in the works of-later 
Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven. 
Musical Example of the Expressive Style. 
(1) Johann Stamitz, Sinfonia a 8 in D Major 
Recording: XII Research Period, Mannheim and 
Vienna Series A, "The Ma:nnhei~ 
Schoo!.• 
Archive Production AB.C 3092 
A. Concepts to ~ made: 
(1) Modeled on the Divertimenti or Serenades and 
Italian Overture Forms of the Period: 
(a) Four short Movements 
I. Presto 
II. Andante 
III. Minuet 
IV. Prestissimo 
{2) Instrumentation: 
Two Trumpets 
Two Oboes 
Two Violins 
Viola 
Violoncello 
Double Bass 
(a) The "continuo• practice is no longer used; 
{b) the wind instruments still outbalance the 
strings; 
{3) The use of a Rocket Theme: 
{a) Contrasting themes 
{b) Closing theme; 
{4) The techniques of crescendo and contrasts of 
piano and forte; 
{5) Dynamic portrayal of melodies; 
(6) Short development section; Main theme returns 
in the I in the last part. 
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THE STORM AND STRESS EXPRESSION 
Print No. 111. Goya, "The Duel" 
-
• 
IV. THE STORM AND STRESS MOVEMENT: 
THE DEFINITION OF THE STORM AND STRESS M2VEMENT 
The movement known as the Storm and Stress was a short-
lived phase of open rebellion in literature by the German poet-
philosophers Lessing and Herder. It was a reflection in 
literature and music of the explosive feelings of a new idea; 
that nature and the nat~ral instincts or feelings of man were 
the source of true knowledge and right action. Rousseau, the 
French philosopher, was the chief apostle of this idea which 
influenced the German philosophers in 1760. 
This movement, which represented a strong feeling of 
every man's right to a humane world where freedom of expression 
was the rule, reflects itself in some of the music of the 
period through the element of surprise, abrupt shifts of harmony, 
strange modulations, unusual turns of melody, changes of 
texture, and sudden sforzando accents. The Storm and Stress 
movement, then, is considered to be a highly emotional and 
subjective reflection in art of the explosive feelings and 
convictions that 18th century man entertained concerning his 
individuality. The classical composers later brought this 
emotionalism into their style and helped to evolve a new style 
for 19th century Romanticism. 
The Storm and Stress Movement In Art. Perhaps the best 
example of the reflection of this force in art, which was first 
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a declaration by a French philosopher Rousseau, then forcibly 
expressed by the German philosophers, Lessing and Herder, and 
the German Composers Haydn, and Mozart, is found in the 
intensly personal and realistic expression of the Spaniard 
Goya. 
Francisco Goya 1s (1746-1828) art is reflective of the 
feelings of the Storm and Stress movement wh~ch helped the 
storm to burst into the Revolution, the result of which was to 
liberate powerful energy and tumultous feelings that could not 
find expression in the cold controlled severity of the classical 
ideals. Goya was free of all illusions about ador.ntng the 
truth. He is considered by some to be among the greatest of 
all realists, for he added to accurate seeing and candid 
statement an understanding of structure of a sort hardly known 
since Rembrandt. (20:554) Goya, personally, was a reckless 
and violent adventurer, •an audacious egotist and a skeptic." 
In his youth, he defied the authorities of the Inquisition and 
was forced to flee from the Church. In Madrid, he got into 
love scrapes time and time again, and once was stabbed by a 
jealous rival and left for dead. In Rome, he barely escaped 
execution after he had been foiled in an attempted abduction 
of a girl from a nunnery. His relations with the court ladies, 
after he was married, were so notorious that one of them, the 
famous Duchess of Alva, was benished until the King missed Goya, 
who followed her, and called them back. (20:554) 
Something of the violence, vividness, and audacity of 
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Goya's way of living carries over into his painting and 
etching. The scope of his subject matter is immense: from 
orthodoxly religious pictures to the most savage satires on the 
church; portraits of every sort, from innocent children to 
ornamental royal groups and slyly cruel revelations of the 
characters of prominent, but vicious people; story-pictures 
that castigate mankind for its follies and bestiality. 
(20:550) The element of the Storm and Stress movement is 
seen in his observations and expressions of man in his 
environment. 
Gardner says thus of Goya: •How an artist who was so 
fearless of truth and so bold in his expression of it could be 
tolerated at such a court is a puzzle.• (40:570) Gardner 
was refering to Goya's Family of Charles IV. (Print No. 116) 
Into portraits of the King and ~ueen, Goya's maliciousness or 
freedom of expression, showed up the rulers for what they were: 
The King, a stupid and lazy incompetent; the Queen Maria Luisa, 
a greedy and hardened courtesan. (20:557) Goya paints into 
this portrait, Famil~ of Charles IV, his high scorn of this sham 
court, degenerate in both body and mind. Prominent in the 
foreground is Charles, much bedecked with regalia, 11 the pompous 
futility of a king,• and his queen Maria Luisa, masterful and 
dominating, surrounded by the other members of the royal family, 
whose elegance of costume only heightens their weakness. The 
most startling, expressive festure of this painting is the fact 
that Goya painted himself into the background of the picture! 
Print No. 110. 
"The Family of 
IV" 
Goya, 
King Charles 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
THE FAMILY OF KING CHARLES IV 
PRADO, MADRID 
GOYA . 1746-1828 
SPANISH 
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.A.Jitext Junior No. I 4. Also publl!;;hNI as an Artext l'rlnt. l'hoto-
.... phed Ia color I the o •·lg\nal p.a\ntln~ In ttw Prado, Madrid. 
A xt Prints, Inc., Westport, Conn. 
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Print No. 112. Goya, "Spring" 
- ---------------~ 
P L ATE 53 
Van Dyck 
Childn'n of Charles I 
Print No. 10? . 
El Greco, 
"Cardinal Don 
Fernando Nino de 
Guevara" 
#1 0 3 
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Print No . ?9. 
Van Dyck, "Children of Charles I" 
lr- Print No • 
Van Dyck, 
82. 
"Charles I 11 
Portrait of Charles I Van Dyck, 1599-1641, Flemish 
Artext Junior No. 406. A lao published as a.n Artcxt Print. Photographed in color from 
the original painting in the Louvre, PariH. 
Artext Prints, Inc., Westport, Conn. 
Print No. 80. Van Dyck, 11 Children of Charles I" 
CHILDREN OF CHARLES 
GALLERY, DRESDEN 
VAN DYCK. 1599- 1641 
LATE FLEMISH SCHOOL. 
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Print No. 81. 
.. 
Van Dyck, 11 Portra1t of a Lady" 
PORTRAIT OF A LADY 
NATIONAl.. MUSEUM, BErt,L. 
VAN DYCK. 1599-1641 
LATE FLEMISH SCHOOL 
D 158 
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Print No. 114. Goya, "Dona Isabel y Corcel 11 
DONA ISABEL Y CORCEL 
NAT IONAL GALLERY, LON DON 
GOYA . 1746-1828 
SPANISH SCHOOL 
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P.rint No. 113. 
LA MAJA VESTIDA 
PRADO, MADRID 
GOYA. 1746-1828 
SPANISH 
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Goya, "La Maja Vestida 11 
Print No . 115. Goya, "The Third of May, 1808" 
"' EXECUTION OF MADRILENOS OF MAY 3 , 1808 AT MURAT'S COMMAND . 1814 
PRADO, MADRID 
GOYA. 1746-1828 
SPANISH 
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Gardner states that either Charles was too stupid to understand 
or he was too lazy to resent. The audacity of this expression, 
this amount of freedom of expression was unthinkable in the 
climate of absolutism. But, apparently the liberty of the 
artist was fully respected, for he remained a court favorite. 
Goya's life falls into the perio1 not only of the rapid 
decay of Spain, but also of the Napoleonic Wars whose grim 
horror and inhumanity to man he depicts and protests against. 
In The Third of May 1808, (print no. 115) Goya shows the 
shooting of a group of Madrid citizens who had resisted the 
foreign invaders. The subject shows the revolutionary spirit 
in that the subject was new and daring, and the manner in 
which Goya has treated it is more so. Full use of the devices 
of religious art are used by Goya, not for the Kingdom of 
Heaven, but for Liberty. In Goya' s view, the reEd tragedy was 
that the shooting should be done by the French. Like so many 
others, he had thought at first that the forces of Napoleon 
would carry the ideals of the Revolution into his country of 
Spain. The T~~rd of May, 1808, is a memorial to those 
shattered hopes. (56:226} 
The Storm and Stress Movement In Music. Grout says 
that simplicity and naturalness of the Classical style must be 
understood in the 18th century sense: the ideal did not by any 
means eliminc-~te ornamentation, but the composers kept these 
within appropriate proportions and assimilated them into the 
entire expressive content of a passage. He says further that 
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this Expressive style of the Germans (the "empfind samkeit") 
reached a climax during the 1760's and 1770's. This style 
is synonymous with the term "Sturm and Drang" storm and stress 
which is also applied to German literature of the period. 
(45:422) 
This Expressive, Storm and Stress style, has been 
defined as expressive music which exploits the elements of 
surprise, abrupt shifts of harmony, strange modulations, sudden 
"sfzorzando" accents and like techniques-techniques which could 
only be injected into the flow of the music for expression of 
the intense passion for individuality by the composer. 
The Symphonies Nos. 44, 45, 47, and 56 of Franz Joseph 
Haydn, fall into this category of storm and stress because of 
the techniques utilized and the period in which they were 
written. (45:443) These four symphonies are in minor keys, 
and display an intensity of feeling that is not characteristic 
of the earlier works. 
The work of Haydn's Storm and Stress period (1771 to 
1774) shows him as a composer of "ripe technique and fervent 
imagination.• The symphonies of these years are among his 
best works. As representative symphonies of this period, Grout 
submits the Nos. 44, 45, 47, and 56. All are on a larger scale 
than the symphonies of the previous decade. Themes are more 
broadly laid out, those of fast movement often beginning with 
a bold "unisono" proclamation followed immediately with a 
contrasting idea, with the whole theme again restated. 
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Development sections, which use motives from the themes, 
become more propulsive and dramatic. Dramatic also are the 
unexpected changes from "forte" (loud) to 11 p1ano 11 (soft), 
the "crescendos" and 11 sforzatos" that are a part of this style. 
(45:443) 
The Crescendo. The appearance of the technique of 
crescendo was a new development of this era and an answer to the 
demand for individualism. In contrast to the impersonality 
of the Baroque terraced dynamics, this technique gave the 
composer more latitude to express his inner motions and desires. 
Musical ~xamples That Reflect The Storm and Stress Spirit. 
The following are examples that should be studied and 
listened to, for they will provide a perspective understanding 
for the highly expressive style of Beethoven, and the importance 
of the movemen~ to the shaping world of the 18th and 19th 
centuries. 
( 1 ) J . Haydn: 
(2) 
(3} 
(4) 
Symphony N~. 44 in E minor 
T""The Symphony of Mourning") 
Symphony No. 45 in F# minor 
"(TThe Farewell Sympnonyu-J-' 
String Q.;Aartet No. 36., OD. 2J No. 6 
1"The Sun Quartet 11 ) -
Piano Sonata No. 20 in C minor 
( 5) ',•l. A.Nozart: S~mphony in G minor K ~~?.2, 
The cl::1ssific2tion of these works as representatives 
of the Storm e~d Stress movement was based on the years in 
which they were written, (between 1771 - 1774), and on their 
new explosive content in contrast to the earlier works of 
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these composers. These selections all exploited the advantages 
of the following musical comcepts new to the age and art: 
{ 1) The "Rocket ·Theme:" A purely instrumental theme that 
utilizes at least one and a half octaves in an 
ascending or descending, stacce.to, melodic line; 
(2) The crescendo or de-crescendo: The use of this 
technique must have been startling and satisfying 
to the listeners for this type of expression was 
new to the century; 
(3) Unexpected changes: The dramPtic effect of a loud 
passage suddenly changed in dynamics provided 
the composers with another "emotional portrayal" 
technique; 
{4) Sfortzandos: A technique which enabled the comnosers 
to stress points of their "emotional portrayals;" 
( 5) i1inor Keys: The color of minor keys seems better 
sui ted for dramatic portraye.ls of emotions through 
music. All but one of the i'·:orks listed was written 
in a minor key. 
(6} Much bold movement: The orchestrations of those 
works are handled with the elements of syncopation 
and quick moving parts. 
Due to the force of this Storm and Str,:;S2 movement, the 
composers had much more to say in a new way. Thus the musical 
forms had to grow le.rger. 'I'he main idea or theme was usually 
followed by a contrasting one in the first part of the movement. 
There usually occurred a restatement of the first theme to further 
document the "rage" of the music. This eventually led to the 
establishment of the s:mata allegro form ~'lith its tvm groups of 
themes in contrasting keys, all contained in the first section 
of the music. 
The middle section, of the Storm and Stress examples 
became a development section for the themes which were used in 
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the first section. This development section provided the 
composer with a chance for dramatic and propulsive manipulations 
of any aspect of the "main themes" melodic or rhythmic content. 
The Symphony in G minor, K. 183, of il'iozart, is one of 
the first masterpieces written in the later established 
classical, sonata form. This work, as compared to his earlier 
ones, shows maturity of expression, imagination, and musical 
technique. This symphony is remarkable, not only for its 
intense, serious quality, but also for its them2tic unity, and 
for the expansion of the entire (sonata a~d symphonic) form. 
(45:458) 
The development of an instrument that could effectively 
portray the language of this era is another example of the 
serious striving for individual liberty and freedom. The 
.E~anofo~te was developed to answer this need, for its 
prototypes, the clavichord Emd harpsichords, could not pley 
the gradations from soft to loud (and vice versa), or the 
further concepts of the developing "Storm and Stress Techniques." 
The forces of the age demanded the increase of initviduality; 
the 18th century man developed techniques as ~ .... ·ell as instruments 
to vividly reflect the force. A good example of this spirit 
for Keyboard is Haydn's Piano Sonata No. 20 in C minor. 
(45:451) 
The Revolution in Opera 
An Expression of the Storm and Stress Spirit 
- - - - _.......;.~ --=---
Opera is one of the best expressions of the temper 
of society, for in order to exist, the composers of the 18th 
century had to write material that had appeal to, and would be 
supported by, the newly-created audience. Baroque opera had 
been attuned to the social structure of its day and centered 
around lofty subjects and ideals of ancient mythology and 
history. The personages were never real but idealized; the 
plots always ended in a victorious and happy manner. This 
type of opera was attuned to the elite of the 17th and early 
18th centuries and thus it was maintained long into the 18th. 
A new style of opera emerges in the 18th century in 
Naples, Italy. It aimed to be "clear, simple, rational, 
faithful to nature, of universal appeal, and capable of 
giving pleasure to its audiences without rousing undue mental 
fatigue." (45:426) This style of opera, called the Nea-
politan Opera Seria, eventually dominated the stages of 18th 
century Europe. It was based on its older Baroque prototype 
in that it presented conflicts of human passions in action 
based on Greek or Latin authors. The conventional two pairs 
of lovers, the "magnanimous" tyrant was always part of the 
cast. The action centered around martial episodes, solemn 
ceremonies, and pastoral scenes. The factor of heroism of 
one of the leading characters always saved the day. 
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The Neopolitan Opera Seria was usually cast in three 
acts in the form of alternating recitative and arias. Ex-
cept for the overture, the orchestra had not much to do ex-
cept accompany the singers. 
Concentration on the aria as the only significant 
musical ingredient in opera led to many abuses. The scheme 
of regulated alternating recitative and arias came to be 
treated too rigidly. Singers began using the aria not to 
portray the element of the drama, but their own virtuosity. 
Singers added melodic embellishments and cadenzas at will to 
display their voices. 
The beginning of operatic reform coincided with the 
rise of the expressive style, and, like that style, 
was a sign of the growing influence of middle-class 
ideas on the narrowly aristocratic standards of the 
early part of the century. (45:428) 
The Opera Buffa: The First Revolution in Opera. 
In Italy, it was the custom to produce little operas 
called "intermezzi" (interludes) in between the acts of the 
larger Opera Seria. One of these "intermezzi" entitled "La 
Serva Padrona" (The Servant as Mistress) was destined to 
shake the whole musical world with a series of "revolutions." 
This little masterpiece is carried by only two singing parts 
and one mute part; it is composed against the then popular 
background showing how a person of humble origin (a servant) 
can outwit a person of quality. This work became the model 
for French and German comic opera for it so happily ful-
filled the desire of the age for naturalness, for realism, and 
for cares of everyday life. 
Comic opera became so popular because, in contrast 
to the formal Opera Seria, it was directly related to the 
life of the time. Its emphasis was on the affairs of the 
"little people," on swift action, pointed situations, 
spontaneous emotion, language of the people, and sharpness 
of characterization. ~81:246) 
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"La Serva Padrona is on a small scale, the orchestra 
consisting only of a quartet of strings. The piece is com-
prised of an overture, and two separate intermezzi, each of 
which include an aria for both characters and a duet. 
After performances of uLa Serva Padrona" in Dresden 
and Vienna, in 1740 and 1746 respectively, it was the pro-
duction of the second of August, 1752, in Paris, which was 
destined to change the entire character of French operatic 
art. 
Italian comedians started no less than a revolution 
on French soil. The adherents of the formal French Opera 
Seria - "Tragedie Lyrique," gathered around the king, Louis 
XV, to protest against the shocking simple style. The war 
which ensued, entitled the "War of the Comedians," was be-
tween those who favored the traditional French court opera, 
and those who saw in the Italian "opera-buffa" a new realistic 
art. The former camp was headed by the King, while the en-
thusiastic champions of the new art from Italy were led by 
Mme. de Pompadour. This movement against the pomposity of 
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grand opera had found its. slogan in Jean Jacques Rousseau's 
"Back to Nature." Although the Italian company was evicted, 
the course of development could not be checked. Two years 
later, the opera was again produced in a French translation 
and proved to be a great success for a second time. La Serva 
Padrona served as a model for the French comic operas that 
developed and was indirectly responsible for the creation of 
an opera house solely to present comic operas. 
The Opera Buffa: "La Serva Padrona 11 (The Servant as Mistress) 
Recording: 
Archive Production, ARC 3039 
The Italian Settecento, "La Serva Padrona" 
GIOvanni Battista Pergolesi 
The Characters: 
Uberto, the employer ••••••••• Bass 
Serpina, his servant ••••••••• Soprano 
Vespone, another servant •••••• a mute. 
The Plot: 
Part I. Uberto, a rich bachelor, bemoans his miserable 
fate; he is always waiting for his maid Serpina and always 
hearing insults from her. This time, she refuses to bring 
him his morning chocolate; he is always at her mercy. Serpina 
enters, and immediately turns down her master's request; 
breakfast is over, the saucy girl says, it is nearly time 
for lunch. Uberto's patience is at an end, and he determines 
to put a stop to an intolerable situation. He instructs 
Vespone, his valet, to go out and find a wife for him. He 
is tired of submitting to the whims of his servant. Serpina 
vows that no one but herself shall marry Uberto. Is she not 
good enough for him, she asks, with her charm, good looks, 
graceful figure, and high spirits? Uberto darkly suspects 
she may win again. 
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Part II. Serpina quickly hatches a plan. She informs 
Uberto, as he is about to leave the house, that she has 
already found a bridegroom. His name is Captain Tempest, a 
name that suits his character. The news fails to impress 
Uberto. Serpina assures him that he will regret his bad 
treatment of her, and begs forgiveness of her faults. As 
she hurries away, Uberto begins to have misgivings: he 
would like to marry her, but what would the people say? 
And yet, he has always brought her up as his own daughter. 
Serpina returns with the .. bridegroom, 11 none other than 
Vespone, masquerading as a soldier. He demands Serpina's 
dowry, but Uberto refuses. The alternatives are, as Serpina 
presents them: hand over the money or marry me yourself] 
Vespone makes a threatening gesture, and Uberto relents: he 
will marry Serpina. The Captain takes off his disguise, and 
Uberto forgives Serpina, taking her tenderly into his arms. 
Selections to listen to: 
(1) Uberto•s aria "Sempre in contraste" 
(a) A "fresH~ folksy sort of tune. 
(2) "Stizzoso, mio stizzoso .. 
(a) The straight forwardness and to the point 
of comic opera can be seen here in this 
lecture by the maid Serpina to Uberto, 
the man of the house. 
(3) •a Serpina penserete" {a) Where Serpina asks Uberto to think of her when 
she is gone. She seems to be a different 
sort of woman until the moment when she has 
won her point and sees a change come over 
her employer's face. The tempo of the 
music changes to underscore this element 
of drama. 
(4) "Son imbroliato" 
(a) Uberto makes it clear in this aria that he 
cannot make up his mind as to whether he 
is sorry for Serpina or is in love with 
her. 
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(b) Notice the exploitation of the possibilities 
of the bass voice. 
Further comic opera to be listened ~: 
Gay and. Pepusch: "The Beggar's Opera" 
The development of Opera Buffa in Italy, Opera-Comique 
in France, Ballad Opera in England, Singspiel in Germany, 
and the Yarzuela in Spain at the same period shows the extent 
of this force on an international basis. Eighteenth century 
man thus expressed his desire for entertainment that was 
realistic, simple, honest, and down to earth. All of these 
forms reacted against the formaility and use of Italian as 
the official language of European music. They were given in 
the vernacular of the country and were filled with all of 
the political satire and parody that would pass the censors. 
This movement, close in concept to the "expressive" or •storm 
and stress" movements, expressed the emerging culture of the 
middle classes as they prepared to challenge the old 
regime. (81:400) 
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Print No. 127. David, "The Death of Socrates" 
THE DEATH OF SOCRATES . 1767 
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YORK (WOLFE FUND, 1931) 
DAVID. 1746-1625 
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Print No. 143. Brandenburg Gate, Berlin 
BRANDENBURG GATE, BERLIN 
NEO-CLASSIC. 1788- 1791 
ARCHITECT. LANGHANS 
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Print No. 142. Arc de Triomphe, Paris 
ARC DE TRIOMPHE DE L ' ETOILE, PARIS 
NEO-CLASSIC. 1806-1836 
ARCHITECT. CHALGRIN 
4.54 
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Print No. 1)0. Rude, "Hymn of Departure for War" 
HYMN OF DEPARTURE FOR WAR 
ARC DE TRIOMPHE, PARIS 
RUDE. 1784-1855 
E 193 
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Print No. 134. Opera House, Paris 
OPERA HOUSE. PARIS 
BAROQUE REVIVAL 
C. GARNIER . 1861-1874 
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Print No. 141 . Hotel de Soubise, Paris 
UNIVERS ITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
FA<;:ADE. HOTEL DE SOUB I SE (ARCH I VES NATIONALES), PAR I S 
RENAISSANCE. 1706- 1709. ARCH ITECT. DE LA MA I RE 
• 
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Print No. 14.5. Pantheon, Paris 
------~ -------~----------
UNIVERSITY PRINTS. BOSTON 
PANTHEON. PARIS 
RENAISSANCE . 1756-90 
ARCHITEl;T . SOUFFLOT 
4.58 
MG 106 
Print No. 144. Interior. Pantheon, Paris 
!II' .. 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS. BOSTON 
INTERIOR. PANTHEON , PARIS 
RENAISSANCE. 1756- 1790 
ARCHITECT . SOUFFLOT 
MG 107 
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Print No. 132. Monticello. Charlottesville, Virginia 
l 
J(~ 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
MONTICELLO. C HARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA 
NEO-c LASSI C. ARCHITECT . JEFFERSON . 1771 
DESIGN ALTERED. 1795- 1808 
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Print No . 135. Vassa11-Longfellow House. Cambridge, Mass. 
VASSALL-LONGFELLOW HOUSE. CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 
ENGLISH COLONIAL. 1759 
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Print No. lJJ. Capitol. Richmond, Virginia 
CAPITOL . RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 
NEO-CLASSIC. 1785- 1801 
ARCHITECT. JEFFERSON 
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Print No. 138. Original Exterior, The Capitol, Wasbipgton, D.C. 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
ORIGINAL EXTERIOR, THE CAPITOL. 
NEO-CLASSIC. 1793-182.4 
FROM 1839 PRINT, COURTESY HUGH MORRISON 
WASHINGTON , D . C. 
ARCHITECT. THORNTON, 1792.-1800 : LATROBE, 1802.-1817 : BULFINCH. 1817-1830 
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Print No. 137. Capitol. Washington 
CAPITOL. WASHINGTON 
NEO-CLASSIC . CENTRAL PART BY THORNTON . LATROBE. AND BULFINCH . 1793-1827 
WINGS AND DOME BY WALTER , 1851-1863 
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Print No . 136 . Custom House. Philadelphia, Penn . 
UNIV E R S ITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
CUSTOM HOUSE (SECOND BANK OF THE UNITED STATES) 
PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA 
NEO-CLASSIC. 1819-1824 
ARCHITECT. STRICKLAND 
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Print No. 140. St. Paul's Cathedral, London 
G 4 2 7 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS , BO$ TON 
FACO:ADE. ST. PAUL' S, LONDON 
RENAISSANCE. 1675-1710 
ARCHITECT. SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN 
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Print No. 139 . Interior. St. Paul's Cathedral, London 
UNIVE R S ITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
NAVE AND CHOIR, LOOKING EAST. ST. PAUL'S, LONDON 
RENAISSANCE. 1675- 1710 
ARCHITECT. SIR CHRISTOPHER WREN 
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V. THE CLASSICAL SPIRIT 
THE DEFINITION OF THE CLASSICAL STYLE 
The artists found in the Rococo style a perfect 
vehicle with which to portray life not only to appeal to 
the tastes of the aristocrats, but also to unconsciously 
portray a way of life that was to come to an abrupt end in 
the guillotine in the 1790's. The Rococo portrayed the 
gaiety, extravagance, and frivolity of the French court that 
disregarded reality - the ever increasing rumblings that 
were soon to swell into the terrific storm of the masses 
rising against absolutism and class privilege. 
In searching for a style with which the artist 
could portray the striving of the masses for a more humani-
tarian world, the artists went back to the style of the 
Renaissance and antiquity-classicism. The Renaissance had 
a great deal in common with the 18th century man inasmuch as 
it represented man's awakening to the importance of the 
individual and his world. The Classical style, whose ideals 
are perfection, balance, equality, beauty, and simplicity, 
represented in both the Renaissance and 18th century, a new 
awareness of the realization of the value of man in his 
actual present, and of a vision of the delights and beauties 
of this life. This humanistic and individualistic point of 
view found a great source of stimulation in the humanistic 
classical literature, philosophy and art, whose study was 
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again, in the 18th century, one of the intense passions of 
the day. {40:430) As evidence of the widespread feeling 
of this force, 18th century man, in 1775, found and excavated 
the ancient city of Pompeii, and published Winckelmann's 
History of Art Among ~ Ancients, the first ever written on 
this subject. {40:675) 
The acceptance of the Classical style by the 18th 
century man, who received this style with great enthusiasm, 
then, meant essentially a new attitude toward life, which 
led to a development of the individual, a greater freedom of 
thought, and a consequent curiosity about man and his world. 
Hence, we find ourselves again in an age of scientific re-
search and invention. 
The Classical style ~ art, then, can be thought of 
as a reflection in art of the "humanitarian" moulding force 
of the era. Evidence of the strength of this force can also 
be seen in the creation of an organization called Freemasonry 
by men from many nations and walks of life. The purpose of 
this organization was to develop and foster universal human 
brotherhood. Among its members were Frederick the Great of 
Prussia, Goethe, one of the greatest poet-philosophers of 
the day, and Mozart, one of the greatest musicians of the day. 
To the 18th century man, the Classical style 1m-
mediately represented a revolt against the monumentality of 
the Baroque, and the playfulness of the Rococo; in short, 
against the art styles of the privileged. The Classical 
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style represented a more natural, basic, earnest, and somber 
expression - the prevailing mood of the day. In contrast to 
the lilting rhythms, unrealistic atmosphere, and melting 
colors of the Rococo style, the cold, harsh style of 
classical art, - linear, drab, and sculptural in feeling, 
furnished a gratifying change and mood that was reflective 
of the temper of the times. 
Classicism in Art. The appearance of the Classical 
style in art, in the thirty years before the Revolution, re-
flects the growing importance of the common man, who as the 
"citizen" of 1789, was to become ruler of France. In 1761, 
while Watteau, Fragonard, and Boucher were still catering 
to the taste of the nobles with dream world scenes of 
powdery shepherds and shepherdesses, (see Francois Boucher, 
Shepherd~ Shepherdess (substitute print No. 94), Watteau's 
Embarkation~ Cythera,(print No. 96), Jean Baptiste 
Greuze did The Village Bride (print No. 117) a subject drawn 
from the daily life of the people. This composition won him 
praise of all the leading art critics of the era. He had 
been trained in the Rococo style, however, here it seems 
that he was more intent on portraying the plight of the com-
mon man. The Village Bride (print No. 117) seems to be "staged" 
by actors. The bride looks too bashful, her mother too tear-
stained, the grandfather too dramatic to be convi~cing. 
However Greuze seems to want to pull our heart-strings at all 
cost - "just look how touching, how sincere these poor 
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people are!" he seems to say. Everything in the picture 
plays a part in this message, even such apparently un-
related details as the hen with her chicks in the fore-
ground; one of them has left the brood and is sitting alone 
on the saucer to the right, just the way the bride is about 
to leave her brood. To us, Greuze, who was hailed as an 
apostle of a return to nature, in this picture is as 
sentimental and theatrical as any scene of Boucher. 
Nevertheless the subject was one that involved the peasant, 
the underprivileged in a worthy moral, and this was enough 
to make it a good picture for the 18th century Frenchman. 
The Classical Style. As it has been stated, the 
acceptance of the Classical style by 18th century man, was 
the new society's way of stating that life could be a 
humanely-oriented one whose ideals of beauty, perfection, 
balance, and equality could be shared by all. This art 
style represented a negation of the art styles that stood 
for the extravagant, luxurious, and privileged life of the 
few, in favor of a "grand" new style which held all excesses 
in balance. A painter who rode on the wave of public in-
dignation and intolerance that demanded the destruction of 
all that suggested the old court life was Jacques-Louis 
David (1748-1825). The classical art of David, harsh, linea~ 
drab, and sculptural in feeling, furnished the temper of 
the times with the welcomed contrast to the lilting, spark-
ling rhythms, and melting colors of the Rococo. (40:674) 
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Gombrich says that the French Revolutionaries 
loved to think of themselves as Greeks and Romans reborn, 
and their painting and architecture reflected this taste 
for Roman grandeur. (44:364) It became the vogue, during 
and after the Revolution, for the aristocrats to wear the 
dress of the ancient Romans and Greeks as an expression 
that they were with the ideals of the Revolution - or 
perhaps they were so frightened for their lives, that this 
gave them some hope. (See Ingres, Madame Riviere (print 
No. 147), David's Madame Recamier (print No~ 129). 
Criticism of the weak and corrupt government, and 
attacks on the holders of special privilege had been grow-
ing for a long time. We saw signs of this in Greuze's 
Village Bride (print No. 117), where the honesty and goodness 
of the poor is meant to show up the moral decay of the 
aristocrats. This was portrayed in a style that was close 
to the contemporary, German middle-class movement in music -
the Expressive style. Painters, such as David, went even 
further: they depicted the stories of heroic defenders of 
freedom in ancient Athens or Rome, conveying the idea of 
11 give me liberty or give me death. 11 This is clearly seen 
in David's Death of Socrates (print No. 127). David por-
trays the last few moments before the death of Socrates, who 
died in a. heroic manner for the ideals of freedom. This 
heroic theme is painted in a sculptured sense within a 
typical Greek drab, severe, somber, and beautiful 
Print No. 129. David, 
MADAME RECAMIER 
LOUVRE'. PARIS 
DAVID. 1748-1B25 
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Print No. 128. David, 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
THE OATH OF THE HORATII 
LOUVRE, PARIS 
DAVID. 1748-1825 
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Print No. 131. Canova, "Venus" 
PAULINE BORGHESE AS VENUS 
BORGHESE GALLERY , ROME 
CANOVA. 1757-1822 
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Print No. 126. David, "Death of Marat" 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
THE DEATH OF MARAT 
MUSEUM, BRUSSELS 
DAVID. 1748-1825 
E 55 
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environment. The emotions of the followers of Socrates are 
a11 kept 'o/ithin bounds and portrayed with the majesty that 
such an act deserves. This design can be clearly seen as a 
protest against the sensuous, pleasure-loving art fostered 
by the Rococo society. 
In David's Death of Marat (print No. 126), we have 
a memorial to one of the heroes of the French Revolution. 
David's deep emotion has made a masterpiece out of a scene, 
that would have embarrassed and surprised artists from pre-
ceeding generations, for Marat is portrayed in a bathtub, 
where he was murdered. Marat liked to do his paper work 
that way, with a wooden board serving as his desk. Marat 
was hated by many and was murdered by a woman after she 
hande~d him a note to be signed. David makes us feel that 
this is no ordinary murder, but something close to the 
death of a saint who gives his life for his faith. All of 
this :ls done in a Roman Classical type setting! 
This style persisted even after the ~ownfall of the 
French absolute government. The French Revolution had re-
placed the king with a republican government. The 3epublic, 
however, lasted only a decade. Before the century was out, 
France was to be ruled again by one man, Napoleon Bonaparte. 
Napoleon had risen to power when the nation was attacked by 
neighboring countries who feared that the slogans of the 
revolution •Liberty, Equality and Fraternity" would soon 
catch on with their own people. The military genius of 
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Napoleon conquered them all, except for England. He then 
made himself Emperor, which lasted for another ten years 
until 1814, when his army was beaten and he was taken 
prisoner by the united forces of England, Germany, and 
Russia. (56:217) 
Napoleon fancied himself an ancient Roman Emperor 
reborn. The painters, who before and during the Revolution 
had preached the heroic virtues of the ancient republics 
through the Classical style, now took the Classical style 
to portray the heroic elements of Napoleon. ,In David's 
Napoleon Crossing The Alps (substitute print No. 146), we 
see the leader of the French Republic seated upon a super 
idealistic, sculptured horse. Napoleon is pointing upwards 
as if to say "Look upward! Although the road is new and 
full of danger, you must follow it if your goal is high." 
His earnest calm face holds the promise that his path is 
well planned. His shining forehead, his straight nose, and 
firmly set mouth are steady while everything else in the 
picture is full of motion. We know he will master powerful 
forces as surely as he is mastering his fiery-eyed powerful 
horse. The names of Hannibal, Charlemagne, and Bonaparte 
are carved in the rock at his feet. The former two had 
braved the same dangerous heights in olden times, however, 
the name of Bonaparte stands out in the clearest lettering 
because to David, his was the noblest task: to defeat the 
enemies of France and of Freedom. This picture begins to 
Print No. 146. Gros, 11 Napoleon Visiting Plague-Stricken 
Soldiers at Jaffa" 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
NAPOLEON VISITING THE PEST HOUSE AT JAFFA 
lOUVRE, PARIS 
GROS. 1771 - 1835 
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show a revival for the Baroque style through the use of 
classical forms. 
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In the painter Antoine Gros's Napoleon Visiting 
Plague-Stricken Soldiers at Jaffa (print No. 146), we again 
see the extreme heroism of Napoleon depicted in a Baroque-
type classical style. Napoleon is pictured in a classical-
type environment, boldly touching the sores of one of the 
victims stricken with the dread disease, the Plague. How 
more heroic could one be? His majestic, fearless form is 
contrasted with the bent, plague-stricken suffering forms 
of his troops. 
The reflection of the trend for classicism is again 
witnessed in David's Madame Recamier (nrint No. 129). 
David painted this woman, who had allowed her home to be-
come a meeting place for the leading men and women in the 
world of art and literature, in the flowing white garments 
made in the ancient Greek style that was again the fashion 
of the day. We see the Madame resting on a Greek sofa. 
Behind her back burns a Greek oil-lamp on top of an antique 
lamp-stand. The room is bare, her face is gentle and 
earnest, her neck is slim and straight. She is relaxed, 
but there is a majestic, wakeful pose in her figure that 
shows there is nothing limp, objectionable, or lazy about 
her. 
Another example of this fashion of dress and love 
for portrayal through the Classic style may be found in 
Print No. 147. Ingres. "Madame Riviere" 
I 
UNIVERSITY PRINTS, BOSTON 
MADAME RIVIERE. 1805 
LOUVRE, PARIS 
INGRES . 1780-1867 
II 
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Dominique Ingres' Madame Riviere. {Print No. 147) Her 
clothing and poise is not as classical as that of i'·~adame Re-
camier, but in t:1e style of the slim 11 classic" gown that 
follows the natural outlines of the body. By comparing 
Boucher's Madame de Pompadour {print No. 93), an in-
fluential mistress of King Louis XV, with Ingres' Madame 
Riviere (print No. 147), one can see how the tastes of the 
day reflect the changing forces of the period. From a 
gorgeous, billowing skirt of silk, lace, brocade, flowers 
both real and artificial, of the Rococo style Boucher's 
Madame de Pompadour (print No. 93), to the serene, simple, 
slim 11 classic"gown of Madame Riviere (print No. 147) or of 
David's Ma~ame Recamier. {Print No. 129) 
This taste for the classical element does not die 
out in the next century. We will see it become injected 
with the passion and expression of the Expressive style, 
the movement, majesty of the Baroque style, and the senti-
mentality of the Rococo, to transform the Classic style into 
the Romantic style of the 19th century. 
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The Classical Spirit Expression in Onera. The cur-
tailment of all excesses that existed in opera, both serious 
and comic, was mainly the work of a German-born composer 
Christoph Willbald Gluck (1714-1787). Gluck began his 
work within the tradition of the Italian opera based on 
florid vocal virtuosity. From there he found his way to 
a style that met the. new need for dramatic truth and ex-
pressiveness. 
He chose, for the purpose of his reform opera, the 
classical story of Orpheus and Eurydice. He avoided any 
sub-plots and intriques, and clung to the simple story 
line. This opera required only three characters - Orpheus, 
Eurydice, and Amor. Their arias were simple, devoid of ex-
cessive florishes, and attempted to express personal feel-
ings arising from the dramatic situation. The use of the 
chorus as a participant in the action as Furies or Blessed 
Spirits, was based on classical concepts. Dramatic truth 
coupled with emotional intensity were Gluck's aims. 
Orpheus ~ Eurydice is not an opera of exciting 
events or of varied and colorful characters. It is an 
opera that stresses noble simplicity and purity, elevation 
and beauty, in terms of writing for solo voices, for 
chorus, and for orchestra. 
Contrasted with the simpleness of characters and 
direct emotion of comic opera and the typical opera 
serious plot concerned with lofty political figures, com-
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plicated intrigues, idealized character types, and over-
display of vocal acrobatics, the classical opera gains 
new relief. 
Gluck borrowed heavily on both types of opera for 
his reform, but took only that which helped him express 
simplicity, perfection, and beauty. He broke up the 
practice of recitative and arias, which was very new in 
this period. By abolishing the sharp distinction between 
recitative and arias he achieved a greater unity of drama. 
For the 11 dry• accompaniment of the harpsichord he sub-
stituted an orchestrally-supported recitative, "so as not 
to break a period unreasonably nor wantonly disturb the 
force and heat of the action.• He transformed the over-
ture into an integral part of the drama, persuaded that it 
"ought to apprise the spectators of the nature of the 
action that is to be represented." (81:455) 
In his operatic reforms, Gluck fused a number of 
elements: the monumental choral scenes and dances that had 
always been a feature of French lyric tragedy, the animated 
ensembles of comic opera, and the nerve and dynamism of the 
new instrumental style in Italy and Germany. The resultant 
music drama profoundly affected the course of operatic 
history through his dramatic truth and expressiveness. 
EXAMPLE 
Gluck's: Orpheus and Eurydice. 
Recording: 
Decca: D X H-143 
Artists: 
Dietrich Fisher Dieskau, Maria Stader, Rita Streich, 
RIAS Chamber Choir, Berlin Motel Choir, Berlin Radio 
Symphony Orchestra, Ferenc Fricacy, Conductor 
The Characters: 
Orfeo ••••• Tenor (contralto) 
Eurydice ••••• Soprano 
Amor, God of Love ••••• Soprano 
Shepherds and Shepherdesses, Furies and Demons, 
Heroes and Heroines in Hades. 
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Recommended Listenings are underscored in the following 
plot. 
The Plot: Following a brief and solemn prelude, 
the curtain rises on Act I, showing a grotto with the tomb 
of Eurydice. The beautiful bride of Orfeo has died. Her 
husband and friends are mourning at her tomb. During an 
affecting aria and chorus ( 11 Chiamo _!_l mio ben cosi 11 ) 
funeral honours are paid to the dead bride. A second 
orchestra, behind the scenes, echoes, with moving effect, 
the distracted husband's cries to his bride, until, in 
answer to the piercing cries of Orfeo, Amor appears. He 
tells the bereaved husband that Zeus has taken pity on 
him. He shall have permission to go down into Hades and 
endeavour to propitiate Pluto and his minions solely 
through the power of his music. But, should he rescue 
Eurydice, he must on no account look back at her until he 
has crossed the Styx. 
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Upon that condition, so difficult to fulfill 
because of the love of Orfeo for his bride, turns the 
whole story. For should he, in answer to her pleadings, 
look back, or explain to her why he cannot do so, she 
will immediately die. But Orfeo, confident in his power 
of song and in his ability to stand the test imposed by 
Zeus and bring his beloved Eurydice back to earth, re-
ceives the message with great joy. 
"Fulfill~ joy the.!!.!! of the gods," sings 
Amor, and Orfeo, having implored the aid of the dieties, 
departs for the Nether World. 
Act II. Entrance to Hades. When Orfeo appears, 
he is greeted with .threats by the Furies. The scene, be-
ginning with the chorus, 11 Ch1 ~ dell'Erebo? 11 is a 
masterpiece of dramatic music. The Furies call upon 
Cerberus, the triple-headed dog monster that guards the 
entrance to the Nether World, to tear in pieces the mortal 
who so daringly approaches, and the bark of the monster is 
reproduced in the score. What lifts the scene to its 
thrilling climax is the infuriated "No~" which is hurled 
at Orfeo by the dwellers at the entrance to Hades, when, 
having recourse to song, he tells of his love for Eurydice 
and his grief over her death and begs to be allowed to 
seek her. The sweetness of his music wins the sympathy of 
the Furies. They allow him to enter the Valley of the 
Blest, a beautiful spot where the good spirits in Hades 
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find rest, a state that is uniquely expressed in their 
slow dance with its famous flute solo. Eurydice (or a 
Happy Spirit) and her companions sing of their bliss in 
the Elysian Fields: ''E quest 'asilo ameno e grato" (In this 
tranquil and lovely abode of the blest.) Orfeo comes 
seeking Eurydice. His peaceful aria (with its oboe 
obligato) "Che puro ciel" (What pure light.) is answered 
by a chorus of Happy Shades. To him they bring the lovely 
Eurydice. Orfeo, beside himself with joy, but remembering 
the warning of Amor, takes his bride by the hand and, with 
averted gaze, leads her from the vale. 
Act III. She cannot understand his action. He 
seeks to soothe her injured feelings. (Duet: 11 Su, ~ ~ ~ 
vieni, £ ~.") But his efforts are in vain; nor can he 
offer her any explanation, for he has also been forbidden 
to make known to her the reason for his apparent in-
difference. She cannot comprehend why he does not even 
cast a glance upon her, and protests in a passionate aria 
and duet, 11 Che fiero memento," that without his love she 
prefers to die. 
Orfeo, no longer able to resist the appeal of his 
beloved bride, forgets the warning of Amor. He turns and 
passionately clasps Eurydice in his arms. Immediately she 
dies. It is then that Orfeo intones the lament, 11 Che faro 
---
senza Eurydice!" (I have lost my Eurydice) that air in the 
score which has become immortal. 
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It is so beautiful that Amor, affected by the 
grief of Orfeo, appears to him, touches Eurydice and re-
stores her to life and to her husband's arms. (65:38-40) 
Further understandings to be made. 
(1) The opening scene is also a break from 
tradition. This story had been set to music many times 
before and always had a prologue explaining the fate of 
Orpheus. Often this story opened with merrymaking of the 
intended wedding scene until a messenger arrived telling 
Orpheus that Eurydice was bitten b,y a poisonous snake. 
But in Gluck's version, the scene opens on a mourning 
scene where she is already dead. This allows for the por-
trayal of very human emotions. During his aria, lamenting 
his fate, he calls her name at the end of each phrase. 
(2) There are no sterotyped arias; all are fashioned 
to portray the emotions of the drama, all da capos fully 
written out. 
(3) This was the first opera to do away with the 
impersonality of the continuo accompaniment for the 
recitatives. 
{4) Ensembles are used more frequently than soloists 
(a) Act I. 
Act II. 
Act III. 
Act III. 
Act II. 
Chorus of Mourners 
Chorus of Demons 
Chorus of the Blessed Spirits 
The ballet of the Blessed Spirits 
help to portray the environ-
ment of the Elysian fields. 
Dance of the Furies portrays 
the environment of the 
underworld. 
(5) The remarkable use of orchestra. 
(a) One of the first solo parts for harp 
is found here; 
(b) Dog-barking trick in Act II; 
(c) First use of solo flute for dramatic 
effect in the Blessed Spirit's 
Ballet; 
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(d) First to use two orchestras in Opera -
one off stage; 
(e) The inclusion of a happy ending was 
due to the first performance date 
which fell on the 11 Emperor's name 
dayu when only happy endings would 
be tolerated. 
(6) The classical concepts. 
{a) Single plot; 
{b) Three balanced characters; 
(c) No excessive displays; 
{d) Based on classical story; 
(e) A moderate fusion of elements 
from Opera Seria and Comic Opera; 
(f) All existed for the portrayal of 
the feelings of the individual. 
Classicism In Music. Grout says that the appee.rance 
of classicism in music was due to the feelings of 18th 
century man that: the language of music should be universal, 
not limited by national boundaries; it should be noble as 
well as entertaining; it should be expressive within the 
bounds of decorum; it should be natural, that is, free of 
needless technical complications, and capable of 1m-
mediately pleasing any normally sensitive listener. The 
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music that reflected these ideals was written in what is 
called the Classical Period. This period extends from ap-
proximately 1770 to 1800, and its masters were Gluck, 
Haydn, and Mozart, and the young Beethoven. The ideals of 
Classical music, then, were the same ideals of the "humani-
tarian force" of perfection, balance, and beauty, which in-
fluenced many other areas of the 18th century life. 
The Classical Musical Forms. As has been stated, 
the acceptance of the classical forms and ideals in all 
walks of 18th century life was indicative of the temper of 
the times. Eighteenth century man strove for the ideals of 
"Liberty, Equality, and. Fraternity," with all of the will he 
could summon. 
To the 18th century man, the return to the classi-
cal elements of balance, beauty, and perfection was signi-
ficant of the ideals for which he strove. Under the social 
structure of the ruling monarchies and aristocracy, this 
concept of freedom could not exist. The 18th century man 
wanted to evolve a social structure that was based on more 
humanitarian ideals: one that allowed for personal freedom 
within appropriate bounds; one that allowed for individual 
difference despite the station of life into which he was 
born; one that existed to protect the God-given right of 
each individual to develop as fully as his capacities would 
allow in any chosen field; and one that would stress 
equality, moderation, and brotherhood. 
Thus we witnessed an acceptance of the classical 
forms by all aspects of 18th century life. Greek and 
Roman dress styles, furniture, architecture, and litera-
ture became the vogue of the day. The art styles of 
painting and sculpture follow suit and all subjects are 
conceived in classical settings and ideals. The same was 
true for the music of the period. The Classical style in 
music is characterized by clarity, serenity, and balance. 
This art is not extremely oriented, but a fusion of the 
style gallant and Sensitive Style without their excesses. 
Classical music represents a balance between the in-
tellectual and the emotional. Beauty and poise is 
achieved without being either emotional or impersonal. 
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This was the reflection in music of the same forces 
at work in the social structure as represented by the ideals 
of the American and French Revolutions, and in the art, 
architectural, sculptural and dress styles of the period. 
The Classical Sonata Allegro Form. This form de-
veloped from the da-capo aria principle. The fact that the 
sonata allegro form developed into a classically oriented 
form is indicative of th.e forces at work in this era. 
Many "sonatas• were written in the 17th century, but 
this title only signified that the composition was a •sound 
piece" for a solo or group of instruments. Sinfonias were 
usually "sound pieces" for a larger group of instruments. 
Many different forms were used by these 17th century sonatas 
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and sinfonias, and often these terms were used synonymous-
ly with each other, and others, such as preludes, fantasias, 
and toccatas. 
However, in the 18th century, when all life was sub-
jected to the "classical" moulding force, the concept of 
sonata and sonata form took on a definite and classical 
meaning. The term still denoted lfa sound piece" for one 
or many instruments. But the need for order, balance, 
simplicity, a.nd perfection was fulfilled by organizing the 
sonatas into a classical form or mold. Composers wrote 
sonatas for a single instrument, or for a group of in-
struments. These sonatas were so called because they were 
cast in a definite order of movements that utilized the 
sonata allegro form: 
Classical 
Order of Movements 
First Movement: Fast 
Second Movement: Slow 
Third Movement: Fast 
Sonata: 
Forms Utilized 
Sonata Allegro Form 
Usually the Sonata 
Allegro Form 
Rondo or Sonata Allegro 
Form. 
The three movements of the classical sonata were 
unified by key, color, and mood expressions. The point of 
departure for the classical sonata form was the da capo aria 
form. However, since the "sonata" now was conceived either 
for a soloist alone, or an orchestral ensemble all involved 
in the same message and not conceived with the individual-
ity of a solo instrument as in the concerto, no longer was 
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there any need for the double ritornello of orchestra and 
soloist. A comparison of the da capo aria form and sonata 
allegro form (the first movement form) can be seen in the 
following outline: 
Sonata Allegro Form 
A. FIRST SECTION (Statement) 
(1) Introduction 
(2) First group themes 
in I 
(a) Transitory themes 
to V 
(J) Second group themes 
in V 
(a) Closing themes 
in I or V 
A. FIRST SECTION 
(1) Orchestral Rit. in I 
(2) Voice Ritornello in 
I or V 
(J) Closing Ritornello in 
orchestra (I or V) 
B. MIDDLE SECTION (Developmen~ B. MIDDLE SECTION 
(a) Development of old or 
new thematic or rhythmic 
material and keys 
(b) Transitory passage to 
I and; 
New keys, material, and 
portion of text, 
cadence never on I 
(Fine) 
A. Restatement of First Section A. Da Capo al fine 
(1) First group themes in I 
(a) Transitory themes 
(transposed to I) 
(2) Second group themes· in I 
(a} Closing theme in I 
Coda: 
A final restatement of some im-
portant or dramatic finishing 
episode. 
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Notice how the need for balance asserted itself upon the 
•classical• composers. Each section of the sonata form is 
balanced: the (A) first statement with the restatement (A) 
sections; the development (B) section with the introduction 
and coda. 
Balance in terms of key colors. The ordering of 
key colors into a fixed pattern is also indicative of the 
11 classical" moulding force. In the (A) First Section, the 
first group themes (so called for there can be one or 
several themes) are set off, or contrasted against, the 
second group themes by a vital and dynamic key contrast. 
The (V) dominant key is used in compositions cast in major 
keys; the (III) mediant key is used in compositions cast 
in minor keys. This divides the first section, known as 
"exposition" or "statement,• into two key color areas. 
The restatement of (A) has, for a basic difference with the 
statement, this duality of key colors. The second group 
the~es of the restatement stay in I; thus, with the develop-
ment section the restatement balances the key colors of 
the statement. 
Balance in terms ~ Ternary Form. The first 
section (A) of the sonata form was given more attention 
and importance by the inclusion of the second contrasting 
group of themes. In the Baroque works, one found mostly a 
single subject unifying the composition. In the classical 
era the (A) statement section became as long as the summa-
• tion of the {B) development and {A) restatement. 
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This can 
be seen in Mozart's G minor symnhony, No. 40, K.550. The 
- -------~ 
(A) statement is two hundred bars long and the development 
and restatement sections each are one hundred bars long. 
The {B) development section is best characterized 
by key color modulations. It is the developing of and 
working out of old or new themes, or of any rhythmic figure 
through various new key colors. At first the development 
sections were of moderate length with a few and relatively 
unimportant modulations. But as the century progressed the 
development section became longer than the statement and 
restatement. 
The {A) restatement section of the sonata form also 
became larger in this century until it corresponded in 
length to the {A) statement or "exposition" section. 
In the Coda, a section of music ••attached to the 
end of the restatement to provide the feeling of finality," 
one may find new key colors and material to counterbalance 
the development section, but usually this section is very 
short and repeats some significant theme or rhythm heard 
in the composition. The inclusion of a coda and intro-
duction was dependent on the composer's intent and message. 
It was not a fixed and necessary section. In the hands of 
Beethoven, the coda developed into another 11development" 
section. 
The sonata allegro form, then, involved two major 
sections of musical thought: The (A) statement and the 
(B) development sections. 
The Classical Symphony. As it has been stated, 
the earlier "sinfonias" were sound pieces for a large group 
of instruments. The •• sinfonia 11 was a title that was used 
for some overtures that preceded the production of operas. 
Soon the sinfonia was used outside of the theatre and due 
to the classical moulding forces took on definite ideas, 
all based on perfection, simplicity, balance, and beauty. 
As soon as these sinfonias were conceived outside 
the framework of the theatre, they became longer and more 
significant. The Italians called their opera overtures 
"sinfonias.•• This was a composition which, as a rule, had 
no thematic or other connection with the opera to follow. 
This sinfonia was usually cast in three movements in the 
order of fast, slow, fast; that is, an allegro, a short 
lyrical andante, and a finale in the rhythm of dance forms 
such as minuets or gigues. The French had developed a plan 
for their overtures that was based on the formality of the 
Baroque ope~a. It had two parts: the first section was 
homophonic in style, slow in movement, majestic, with a 
persistent dotted rhythm; the second section was more con-
trapuntal in texture and was compe.rati vely fast-moving 
without ever sacrificing a certain grave and serious 
character; this section often ended with an allargando, 
which usually made reference to the rhythm and thematic 
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material of the first section. 
The pattern of the Italian-type overture was the one 
that the classical symphony took as its prototype. This was 
so because the French overture's plan of slow, fast, slow, 
was too serious and formal for the day. It had too many 
overtones of the formal age of the Baroque society. The 
Italian overture, on the other hand, formed a more pleasing 
and psychologically sound sequence of fast, slow, fast, for 
the order of movements. 
The classical composers took the model of the 
Italian overture and injected a dance movement, either 
before or after the slow movement. Thus soon developed a 
set "classically oriented 11 order of movements for the 
classical symphony, a composition for a large group of 
instruments: 
The Classical Symphony 
I. First Movement 
Allegro (fast) 
II. Second Movement 
Adagio (slow) 
III. Third Movement 
Minuet 
IV. Fourth Movement 
Presto (fast) 
Form Utilized 
The sonata allegro 
Usually sonata allegro 
Th~ ternary, minuet, 
and trio form 
Rondo, or sonata 
allegro form 
Notice that the sonata allegro form can be used by most of 
the movements, and that the concept of balance was achieved 
by the first and last movements. 
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The classical symphony, then, is a composition for 
a large group of instruments (orchestra) consisting of four 
separate movements whose unity is provided by key and mood. 
The order of the movements are fast, slow, minuet, and fast. 
The sonata allegro form can be utilized by most of the 
movements, and is always the basis of expression for the 
first, and most significant, movement. 
The Classical Concerto Form. As we have seen in 
the Baroque period, the concerto was a composition con-
ceived for a soloist, or group of soloists (as in the 
Bach Brandenburg Concerto No. 2 in F) and orchestra. The 
main idea was to preserve the individuality of each per-
forming medium in a manner that allowed for the maximum 
display of virtuosity and expression possible. The Baroque 
concerti were not intent on personal expression, and made 
use of the continuo for harmonic support and progress. 
The classical expression, on the other hand, was intent on 
more personal expression, and for that reason liberated 
music from the practice of "continuo" and gave the problem 
of harmonic support to the orchestra itself. 
The classical concerto form, like the sonata allegro 
form, sonata and symphony, developed according to the con-
cepts of classicism. That the basis for the concerto form 
was the da capo aria form may be seen by the following 
outline: 
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A. Orchestra Ritornello A. Orchestral Statement 
(1) Vocal Statement (1) Solo statement 
(a) Alternation of (a) Alternation of 
solo and arches- solo and orches-
tral statements tral statements 
based on orch. based on orch. 
ritornello ritornello 
(b) Place for vocal eli- (b) Place for solo 
max at second climax 
repetition of text. 
(c) Closing orchestral (c) Orchestral climax, 
ritornello on I usually cadences 
FINE. on v. 
B. Second Section (Con- B. Second Section (Con-
trasting Section) trasting Section) 
(a) New portion of text (a) Development of por-
tions of ritornello 
(b) New melodies with or new melodic or 
returning portions rhythmic material 
of ritornello 
(b) The visiting of new 
(c) New keys keys 
(d) Cadence usually on (c) Contains a transitory 
secondary key and: passage which brings 
the material to the 
Da Capo al Fine home key and: 
A. Restatement (actually a 
capo written out) 
The da capo aria's principle of returning to the 
beginning, after a contrasting section, was very close to the 
classical concept of balance. The maintenance of the in-
dividuality of each performing medium by means of contrast 
and separate opening ritornellos or statements was also 
very dear to the "classicists • 11 Therefore, the acceptance 
of the da capo form for the classical concerto form is 
easily understood. 
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The classical concerto was also cast in three movements in 
the order of fast, slow, and fast. The sonata allegro form 
could be utilized by all movements, and was always the basis 
for the first movement. An outline of the standard Classi-
cal concerto first movement form follows: 
A. EXPOSITION FOR ORCHESTRA {STATSMENT) 
(1) First group themes in I 
(a) Transitory theme 
(2) Second group themes in I 
{3) Closing theme in I 
A. EXPOSITION FOR SOLOIST (S'l'ATEMENT) 
{1) First group themes in I (alternation of 
soloist and orchestra) 
(a) Transitory theme 
(2) Second group themes in V 
(a) Place for a soloistic climax 
(b) Orchestra ends section with climax of 
its own on V and 
B. DEVELOPMENT SECTION 
{1) The working out of thematic or rhythmic 
material from the statement sections. 
Sometimes new material is found 
developed here. 
(2) New keys are visited for controlled 
contrast. 
(J) A transitory and preparatory theme to 
bring the material to the home key and 
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A. RESTATEMENT (RECAPITULATION) (for soloist and orchestra) 
(1) First group themes in I 
(a) Transitory theme (now staying in I) 
(2) Second group themes in I 
(a) Solo climax material 
(b) Orchestra climax material and 
(3) CADENZA (a show place for virtuosity of soloist) 
(4) Closing theme in I {orch.) 
Coda: (may be used if desired; contains some dynamic 
and closing type material fr.om the statement). 
Understandings to be ~· Once the orchestral 
"ritornello" or statement is complete, the solo and orches-
tral elements are combined for the solo statement, develop-
ment, and restatement. The restatement combines the key 
usage of the orchestral statement with the placement of 
soloistic climaxes of the solo statement. The cadenza of 
the classical concerto form is always located at the com-
pletion of all of the developments of themes. This allows 
the soloist freedom to develop any theme or rhythmic device 
heard in the entire composition. All that follows the 
cadenza is usually only the closing theme. 
This manner of organizing the concerto form meets 
the needs of the classical moulding force for balance, per-
fection, beauty, moderation, and simplicity. The individu-
ality of each performing medium was preserved and enriched 
by this sequence of events. The double exposition serves 
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the purpose of maintaining the element of individuality 
(an important concept in 18th century culture), and also 
introduced the thematic material to the listener. 
Example of ~ Classical Sonata Form 
(1) W. A. Mozart: Piano Sonata~ 15 inc, K.545 
Recording: 
w. A. Mozart, Complete Works for the Piano, 
Album IX, Angel Records, ANG )370~ 
Performer: 
Walter Gieseking 
Concepts to be made 
(1) Cast in the Sonata Allegro Form; 
( 2) Contains two tonal planes I (C) and v (g); 
(3) Each tonal plane has a theme {A) for I {B) and 
for V; 
(4) (A) theme ends with a transitional passage to 
v and B; 
(5) (C) is the closing theme; 
(6) The Development.Section consists of theme (C); 
(7) The Restatement begins on IV (F); 
(8) The Second group theme is now on I {c). 
W.A. MOZART: PIANO SONATA NO. 15 IN C, K.545 
MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
A FIRST SECTION: STATEMENT 
First Group Themes in I 
1. (A) in I 
2. Transition to V 
Second Group Themes in V 
3. (B) in V 
4. (C) Closing theme 
B MIDDLE OR DEVELOPMENT SECTION 
5. Based on (C) theme 
50) 
(C) 
A RESTATEM&~T OF FIRST SECTION 
1. (A) in IV (F) 
2. Transition theme to I 
3. B in I 
4. (C) Closing on I 
EXAMPLES OF THE CLASSICAL CONCERTO FORM 
Suggested Listening: 
(A) w. A. Mozart: Piano Concerto No. 23 in A Majo~K. 488. 
Recording: 
Mozart: Concerto No. 23 in A Major K. 488 
co1umb1a,~5 br9~-
Performers: 
Robert Casadesus, pianist 
The Columbia Symphony, George Szell, Conductor 
{B) w. A. Mozart: Piano Concerto in C Minor, K.491 
Recording: 
Angel 35501 
Performers: 
Walter Gieseking, pianist 
The Philharmonia Orchestra 
Herbert Von Karajan, Conductor 
Concepts ~ ~ ~ 
{1) Based on form of the Da Capo Aria; 
(2) The inclusion of two distinct tonal areas in the 
solo statement, and development of material in 
the Middle Section and the second group themes 
in the Restatement Sections categorize these 
concertos into the Sonata Allegro Form; 
(3) Notice how the element of classical balance and 
importance of the individual is taken into 
account; 
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(4) The Concerto in A, K.488, is perhaps the closest in 
terms of an ideal example of a sonata form; the 
themes recur in the restatement in the same order 
that they do in the Statement Section. 
Further Suggested Listenings of the Classical Concerto Form: 
(1) w. A. Mozart: Concerto No. 4 in E flat Major for Horn, 
K.495 
(2) W. A. Mozart: Concerto in A for Clarinet and Orchestra, 
K.622 
( 3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Concerto in G for Flute and Orchestra, 
K.313 
Concerto in B flat for Bassoon and 
Orchestra, K.l91 
Concerto in A for Violin and Orchestra, 
K.219. 
MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 23 In A Major, K.V.488 
A FIRST SECTION: 
(1) Orchestral Ritornello: 
Firs~ Group Themes in I 
(A) Soft, melodious theme 
(B) Loud, bolder theme 
Second Group Themes in I 
(C) 
(D) 
(E) 
(2) 
Softer than (B) 
Loud theme including the •Deception" 
Closing theme (soft) 
Solo Statement 
First Group Themes in I 
(A) In piano 
(B) Orchestra first, then piano turning toward the 
color plane of V (E) 
Second Group in y 
(C) 
(D) Expands later.for solo climax into a "virtuostic 
windup, 11 trill, and exit piano. 
(B) Orchestra chooses (B) for its loud capacity to make 
its climax. Here is the little stroke of genius; 
up to here form very conventional, but Mozart has 
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the orchestra begin its climax in the conventional 
place with (B) but suddenly breaks it off and - -
(X) The orchestra introduces a new soft theme, then the 
piano takes it up in florid repetition as if to 
say "Hey] That's pretty nice. Listen to this.•• 
B MIDDLE SECTION 
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(X) Based entirely on (X). All themes were overworked in 
the double statement; therefore, Mozart utilizes 
the contrast of this new theme. Last 20 bars on 
the color preparation plane of I. 
A FINAL SECTION RESTA"rEMENT 
First Group Themes ~ I 
(A) Turning again toward V ,. one bar less than before 
(B) Transition to the color plane of tonic this time 
(not V) 
Second Group in I 
(C) In I 
(D) The deception begins "virtuostic windup;" suddenly 
broken off as before, but with piano taking the 
lead with (X) 
(X) As if to say, 11 Let me play it first this time." 
Resumes with "virtuostic windup,• trills, and 
exits. 
(B) As before, loud material for orchestral climax which 
is again broken off for (X), which is in turn 
broken off to a pause of motion on the tonic 
11 Six-Four" chord. 
CADENZA - - - trill cadence and 
(D) Orchestral cadenza with loud (D) as if to applaud 
the virtuosity of the soloist. 
CODA 
(E) Closing theme (First time heard since tutti 
exposition. 
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MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 24 in C Minor, K.491 
A FIRST SECTION 
(1) Orchestral Ritornello: 
First Group Themes in ! 
(A) Soft and then loud; contains "The Rhythm" 
Woodwind trio (soft) 
Flute and. Bassoon dialohrue (soft) 
Woodwind sequences ~ 
(A) Again (loud) 
Deception, rising in sequence 
Closing theme 
(2) Solo Ste.tement 
First Group Themes in I 
(X) Piano new theme, orchestra reminds soloist of (A) 
Soloist joins in with the ''Rhythm" and immedi.s.tely 
rrodul2tes to the color plane of III 
Second Group Themes in III 
(Y) 
(Z) 
(A) 
In pianoforte and repeated in >t.roodwind 
Surnrise! Oboe enters (soft) with (Z) and repeats 
in pianoforte (This necessitates another approach 
to windup 
(A) in flutes in eb Niner (startling) chromatic 
modulation 
Iv!elody disappears as the Dim. 7th chord. f.s.lls 
Suddenly back to eb Minor (chop sticks) 
Second "virtuostic windup" a.:nd trill, exit 
"The Rhythm" orchestra breaks in turn on new 
chromatic material based on the "Rhythm" and 
B MIDDLE SECTION 
Development: 
(X) In piano "The Rhythm" and new sequences 
A FINAL SECTION RESTATEMENT 
Sec~nd Group Themes in I 
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(Z) (instead of Y) a.nd repeating beginning on IV 
(Y) - - - and bridge 
vJoodwind and trio 
Flute and bassoon dialogue 
"Virtuostic Nindup, trill extends 
(A) In orchestra (break in) and leads to I 6/4 cadence 
CADENZA 
Orchestra enters and joins on to closing theme; fifteen 
more be.rs of quiet coda on I pedal point using 
"The Rhythm." 
Example of the Classical Symphony: 
W. A. Mozart: Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K.550 
Recording: 
Angel Records, S 35407 
Performers: 
The Philharmonia Orchestra 
Otto Klemperer, Conductor 
General Understandings to be made: 
(1) Cle.ssical in conception: 
(a) Balance, beauty, perfection, simplicity; 
(b) Dramatic expression contained within bounds; 
(c) Structure of movements conceived in balance 
I. Fast 
II. Slow 
IIL Minuet and Trio 
IV. Fast 
(1) Sonata Allegro form is used in all but the 
3rd movement; 
(e) The Jrd movement cast in Terrwry A, 3. A form; 
(f) The ternsry form (in sona.ta allegro forms and 
minuet and trio) give "balance" to each 
movement; 
(g) Use of "concerto grosso" type effects in 
musical dialogue; 
(h) Use of crescendo, sforzando, contrasting 
sud:ien shifts of harmony for :ira.mctic 
purposes. 
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( 2 ) FIRST r~:OV3:MENT: 11 MOLTO ALLEGRO" 
The classical element of balance is very evident 
in the number of measures: The First Section conte.ins two 
hundred bars; the r·1iddle and B.este.tement sections, 200 bars; 
Concepts to be ~: 
(1) Cast in Sonata Allegro Form; 
(2) The First Section or Statement contains two 
contresting tonal areas; 
(a) First Group themes in I (G rr.inor); 
(b) Second Group themes in III (Bb I''iajor); 
( J) The Development or I•Iiddle Section based on 
Theme A, e.nd 11 The Rhythm" of Str;tement through 
new l<ey colors and rhythmic development; 
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(4) The B.estaterrent Section Rest?tes the First Section 
except the second group section rerrains in I 
(G minor); 
(5) The coda consists of a new development of 
Theme (A) and the (2) closing theme; 
( 6) The element of drama. tic expression may be seen in 
the following: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
A very long, and rhythm (A) theme; 
(A) theme required a "codetta" before 
repetition of (A) was possible; 
The (Ai) codetta serves the purpose of 
contre.sting, and, "summing up" the (A) 
theme, as well as prepares the listener 
for the return of (A); 
The use of a long group of transitional 
themes to the second group in III (3b); 
The second group themes tire of a contre.st-
ing melodic and instrumental nature; 
An unexpected cha.nge of key to IIb (Ab) a.nd 
a new theme followed by a crescendo; 
(g) Introduction of a new rhythmic figure (F) 
in the s·econd group themes; 
(h) Changing instrumental colors (sections) 
and dyne.mi cs ; 
(i) The Development Section 11 Norks over" the 
dramatic pers:ms.lity of the (A} theme 
in many ways; 
( j) The closing theme of the Restatement Section 
interrupted by rhythmic figure (F); 
(k) The cod.a reminds the listener of (A) through 
a new portrayal (soft) and the (H) closing 
theme is allowed to resume its drams. tic 
function. 
MUSIC FO~M A3STB.ACT 
I . I··:O LTO ALLEGRO 
I>'iOZART: Symphony No. 40 in G :runor, K. 550 
A FIRST S5:CTION: STATEE·~}JT 
First Group Themes in ! 
1. (A) contains "The Rhythm" and (Ai) codetta; 
2. (A) from I turned to III (Bb); 
3. (B) transition theme; 
4. (B2 ) further dramatic extension of (B); 
5. (C) d.ominant preparatory theme of III (Bb) (rest) 
Second Group Themes in III 
6. (D) for strings e.nswered by woodwind, of a con-
trasting nature melodically; 
?. (D) again lest bar suddenly changed to v7/IIb (Ab); 
8. (E) a soft, ~mooth, balancing melodic "seesaw" 
on v 2 of A which comes by way of a crescend.o back to III (Bb) 
9. (F) a new, loud iramatic theme conteining new 
rhythm (F); 
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10. (G) a soft (E) like theme remindin~ the listener 
of "The B.hvthm" (A) climaximr- with a loud 
statement of (A); ~~ 
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11. (G) again, instrumental sections interchanged (p,5,); 
12. (H) a long 13 bar closing theme which marks bar 100 
e.nd sends the composition back to the bep:inning. 
1. (A1 ) in F# minor; 
2 (A1 ) i t 1 • aga n one no e ower; 
3. (A1 )one note lower, interrupted by; 
4. (Ai) in be.sses in I Major {G I1:ajor) under ne'.-.r 
eighth note figure; 
5. (A1 ) Violins in VII (F);· 
6. (A1 ) in basses in IV (c); 
7. (A1 ) in violins extented; 
8. "The 3.hythm" (A) in concerto grosse effect; 
9. 11 The '3.hythm 11 {A) transition to I; 
A ~l2STATEME~fT J:;' ?IB.ST S:SCTION 
First Group Themes in I 
1. (A) in I; 
2. (A) twisted to VI interrupted by; 
3. (B) in VI ( Eb) ; 
4. (B) in basses (extended); 
5. {B) in Violins I; 
6. (32 ); 
7. (C) V preparation of I; 
Second Group Themes in I 
8. (D)violins, woodwind; 
9. (D) exchanged instrumental parts; 
10. (E) in v7/VI 
b (E ) crescendo; 
11. (E) extended to I· 
' 
12. (F) in basses; 
13. (G) in I· 
' 
14. (G) in I; 
1,5. (H) closing theme interrupted by; 
16. Rhythm (F) 
Coda 
1. (A) new development; 
2. Fig. (H) of closing theme; 
End of First Hovement 
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W. A. MOZ~~T: SYMPHONY N0.40 IN G MINOR, K. 550 
II. AND.A..T\!TE 
Concepts to be made: 
A 
(l) 
(2) 
(3} 
(4} 
(5) 
( 6} 
( 7} 
(8) 
Written in Sonata Allegro Form; 
Of a contrasting melodic, rhythmic, and tonal 
texture; 
First group themes do not have a transition 
theme to V; the second group just starts in V 
after a rest; 
2 Note the dramatic, surprising, (A ) occurring 
in VII (Db) in the second group; 
Closing the~ e~s on V, Development Section 
begins on VI (c ); 
Due to the movement of tempo the Development 
Section is short; 
Restatement uses Theme (C) to make transition 
to I for the second group; 
Notice the long melodic lines; 
MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
FIRST SECTION: STATEMENT 
First Group Themes in I (Eb) 
1. (A) 
2. (B) 
3. (Al) 
4. (Bl) 
Second Group Themes in V (Bb) 
5. (C) 
6. (D) 
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7. (A2) in VII (Db) 
8. (E) 
9. (F) 
10. (G) closing theme 
B DEVELOPNENT SECTION 
1. (A2) in VIb (cb >; 
2. (Dl) in III (G); 
J. ( A3); 
A RESTATENENT SECTION 
First Group Themes 
1. (A); 
2. (C) in II; 
Second Group Themes in I 
J. (C) in I· ,
4. (Bl); 
5. (D) 
6. (A2); 
7. (E) in I· 
' 
8. (F) in IV minor (Ab Minor) 
9. (G) closing theme; 
III. MINDEr Al"JD TRIO 
Concepts to be made: 
(1} Cast in Ternary A B A form; 
(2) The B section is the Trio with aDa Capo; 
(J} The A and B sections repeat; 
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(4)Theme (A) goes from I (G minor) to V {D); 
(5)Theme (B) goes from III (Bb) to I; 
{6)The B trio section is contrasted melodically and 
by tonality of G Major; 
(7 )Theme (C) of trio goes from I (G) to V (D); 
(8)Theme (D) of trio goes from V to I; 
521 
(9)Each A and B section is binary within; the repetition 
of the A section makes it terna;ry; 
(lO)Note the difference of thematic content in each 
section A B; 
MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
A FIRST SECTION 
1. (A) from I (G Minor) to V (D); repeated; 
2. {B) from III {Bb) to I (G minor); repeated; 
B 1'1IDDLE SECTION IN G MAJOR 
1. (C) from I (G Major) to V (D); repeated; 
2. (D) from V (D) to I; repeated; 
Da Capo al Fine 
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IV. ALLEGRO ASSAI 
Concepts to be made 
A 
(1) Cast in Sonata Allegro Form; 
(2) Theme (A) is a "rocket theme"; 
(3) Notice the dramatic use and length of the 
transition themes {C), {D), {E), (F); 
(4) The second group theme {G) is for strings alone; 
(5) The Development Section is based on the 
"rocket theme" {A); 
{6) This movement balances the first in key color, 
melodic material, form, and tempo; 
(7) Notice the change in order of theme in the 
Restatement; 
MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
FIRST SECTION: STATEMENT 
First Group Themes in I {G Minor) 
1. (A) 
2. (A) 
J. (B) 
4. {B) 
Transition Themes 
5. (C) 
6. (D) 
7. (E) 
8. (F) 
Second Group Themes in III (Bb) 
--
9. (G) 
52.5 
10. (Gl) 
11. (G) 
12. (G2) 
lJ. {H) closing theme 
B. MIDDLE SECTION: DEVELOPNENT 
1. {A) in IIIb (Bb Minor) polyphonic development 
of (A); 
A RESTATEME~~ OF FIRST SECTION 
First Group Themes in I 
1. {A) 
2. (A) 
J. {B) 
4. ~(B) theme 
5. (Cl) 
6. (Dl) on V pedal 
Second Group Themes in I 
?. (G) in I 
8. (Gl) 
9. (G2) 
10. (A) on deceptive IIb (Ab) 
11. Fig. (C) 
12. (H) closing theme 
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VI. BEETHOVEN k~D THE 18th CENTURY MOULDING FORCES 
As it has been stated, the Classical style in music 
evolved from the earlier Rococo, Expressive, and Storm and 
Stress expressions. Classicism represented, to these styles, 
a curtailment of their excesses in favor of a more orderly, 
balanced, controlled, and humane form of expression. This was 
the reflection in music of the same forces for which 18th 
century man strove in his political, social, and economic life. 
The demands of the 18th century moulding forces became 
so pressing that they soon found expression in violent terms. 
It was in this environment that Beethoven lived. 
France, torn by its Revolution, with its political, 
social, and economic readjustments, had spread excitement to 
all of the middle and lower classes in Europe. 
These people looked to the movement in France with great 
expectation, in the hopes that the idea.ls of "Liberty, Equality, 
and Fraternity," would soon be a reality in their lives. 
Napoleon Bonaparte became their leader, for he represented the 
man of the age. From a humble background, he rose in the Army 
of France to become its leader. All Europe talked about this 
liberator in the hopes that he would make their world a humanely 
oriented one. 
It was for this reason that Beethoven dedicated his 
third symphony to Napoleon. Beethoven felt so strongly about 
the basic rights of man that these he expressed in dramatic 
terms in the "Eroica" Symphony. 
This symphony reflects Beethoven's "Classical" 
5)0 
attitude in terms of the musical form into which he poured his 
highly subjective feelings. The first movement is cast in 
the classical sonata allegro form, but it became so dramatic 
that the form had to expand. In a sense, 3eethoven represented 
in this symphony a revival of the techniques of the "Storm and 
Stress" movement applied to Classical mould with its balanced 
tonal and melodic areas. 
Since 3eethoven had so much to say, the first movement 
became the largest first movement written to that time. The 
development section became longer than the statement section. 
In this middle section, he exploited every dramatic device that 
he could summons. The coda, originally a short u summing up'' 
section, became another development section in the hands of 
Beethoven. His orchestra was larger; his tempos more exagger-
ated; his development section grew more important; his themes 
were of lesser significance than the development of them. 
Thus was the forcefulness with which an 18th century 
man expressed his views towards the ideals of the century. 
Beethoven: b Symphony No. 3 in E . 
Qoncepts to be made: 
(1) Startling introduction; 
"The Eroica" 
(2) Extreme simplicity of first theme (A); 
(3) The appearance of crescendos, diminuendos, 
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syncopation and cross rhythmic figures; forte-piano, 
sforzandos, and double-fortissimo passages; 
(4) Cast in the sonata allegro form; 
MUSICAL FORM ABSTRACT 
A FIRST SECTION: STATE!YIENT 
First Gr_~up T~~ in I 
Introduction: two whipping loud chords; 
1. (Af in cellos in I 
2. (A ) 
3. (B~ consisting of syncopated sforzandos 
4. (A ) 
5. (C) dialogue transition theme 
6. (C) again 
Second Group Themes in V 
7. (D) 
8. (E) 
9. (F) 
10. (G) 
11. (H} 
12. (I} 
13. ( J} 
14. (K} Closing Theme 
B 
• 
MIDDLE SECTION: DEVELOPMENT 5)2 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
(X) based on rhythm of {A) theme 
(C) dialogue ( Al) 
(A2) 
(R~ new theme 
(A ) repeated two times 
(R) in VI to a double fortissimo climax 
(C) dialogue 
Fii2'. (H) 
(H!) containing syncopated, cross rhythm sforzandos 
for 32 bars 
(S) a new theme on E Minor (I# Minor) 
(S) on A Minor to VI Major (C) 
(AJ) 
(S) AbMinor (Ivb) 
i (S) Ab Minor (IVb) 
(S4 under a new syncopated figure 
(A ) and transition to a very, very soft level and two 
very loud chor:is announce 
A FIRST SECTION: RESTATEMENT 
Firs~ Group ~hemes in ! 
1. (A) in I 
2. (A) softly in horns 
J. (A) in flutes on VII (Db) 
4. (Al) louder 
5. (A) double fortissimo trumpets 
6. (C) dialogue transition theme 
7. (C) 
Second Group Themes in I 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
(D) in I 
(E) 
(F) 
fig. (F) 
(G) in I 
(H) in I 
{I) 
(J) 
(K) Closing Theme 
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Coda 
1. (A) in VII (Db) under new accompaniMent 
2. (A) in VI 
3. (S) on II 
4. (Z) new material 
5. (A)5 in horns, repeated with violins 
6. (A} in basses 
7. (A) in basses double fortissimo extends 
8. (D) end of first movement 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purposes of this study were to (1) explore 
certain educational theories evolved from concepts of the 
interrelations of the arts and utilize them as bases for 
the development of positive attitudes, understandings, 
and interests in music for students at the secondary 
school level; (2) to evolve a sound educational approach 
to the academically oriented content reflected in the 
musical expressions of the 17th and 18th centuries; (J) 
to utilize the audio and visual aspects of the art 
expressions of these centuries as audio-visual 
experiences illuminating the socio-economic, political, 
cultural, and philosophical shaping forces of these eras; 
(4) to make perceptible the manner in which the "shaping 
forces" helped to determine the musical content, style, 
elements and expression of each period; and (5) to use 
this knowledge as a basis for the intensive study of 
outstanding musical expressions in the Baroque, Rococo, 
Expressive, Storm and Stress, and Classical styles. 
I. FORMULATION OF CRITERIA 
Summary. The importance of the study was under-
scored by the need for a sound educational approach to 
the academic, cultural, and aesthetic content of musical 
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expressions. Evidence was accumulated which illustrated 
the negligence of the educational structure of our secondary 
schools to develop the cultural potentialities of its 
students. It was found that a wide margin of concepts 
existed between an educated man and the cultured man. 
It was discovered that a cultured man had to be an 
educated man, but it did not always follow that an 
educated man was a cultured man. The word "instruction" 
was used to define the concept of education as it existed 
in our departmental school structures. The implications 
were that factual instruction was as basic and necessary 
to an education, as an education in these facts was to 
the concept of a cultured being. The maze of the depart-
mental structure in secondary schools appeared to be more 
conducive to the concept that education consisted of a 
series of unrelated and fragmentized bodies of knowledge 
transmitted to students, whose purpose, in learning, 
apparently was to pass an examination rather than to 
integrate and unify this body of factual knowledge into 
the framework of the cultured man. The process of 
education in our school structures seems to be dependent 
upon a theory of factual dissemination and dissolution 
as soon as the fear of the examination has passed. The 
development of the concept of the cultured man depends 
upon a functional perceptive understanding of the factual 
knowledge. In this light, the concept of culture takes on 
541 
new significance. 
The original concept of ed1lcation was defined as 
an agency of culture which nourishes, develops, and 
stimulates the potentialities of its citizens to become 
cultured human beings. The concept of a cultured human 
being, the end result of an education, was defined as a 
person who represents a unified whole in terms of inte-
grated and interrelated knowledge--a person who is 
sensitive to, or considerate of, the needs and welfare of 
his fellow man; a humane man with a deep respect for his 
fellow man and all the cultivated elements of life; a man 
who has become aware of his potentialities for being a 
cultured, humanely-oriented man. It was found that the 
development of culture in our students depends not upon 
instinct, but is something humans have to learn. 
The importance of the application of this concept 
of culture to education was underscored by various 
authorities who claimed that ours is a crisis-oriented 
culture because man has left the study of the science of 
man to the last of the sciences; man has allowed his 
knowledge of the technical sciences to develop far 
beyond his knowledge of human relations and behavior. 
It was discovered that civilization is losing order 
and meaning under the stress of forces that destroy, 
through their lack of unitary aim. Analytical methods 
have weakened the unity of ideas and have resulted in a 
specialization so intense that the common purpose of all 
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knowledge--to help man embrace life more fully--is lost. 
It was suggested that we have in art the new synthesis for 
which Western man is searching. This new synthesis centers 
on a "unitary man", who, through the harmonious interaction 
of his senses, relates himself to his fellow man, to nature, 
and to God. One writer stated that the new synthesis which 
Western man is seeking requires a new approach, and suggested 
that this synthesis is effected in works of art; that it 
becomes manifest through an attitude of participation. 
The implications of these findings to the purpose 
of this study were reinforced by the statement that it is 
time for new surveys and explorations within the territory 
of the arts. It was found that too much study, writing, 
and teaching, is based on chronology, individual biography, 
or even the historically unrelated basis of geography. 
What is needed is more comparative studies that reach 
back and forth between recurrences; tendencies, and 
determining concepts of culture. Our contemporary 
international, social, political, and cultural, envir-
onment is persistently demanding newer, effective, more 
dynamic!,, and· scientifically based techniques to reach the 
educational and cultural content of education. It was 
implied that the survival of our civilization may depend 
upon how well we achieve this goal. 
The human mind was described as man's most dis-
tinctive and precious possession, deserving the most 
devoted cultivation and attention. 
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Science and philosophy have supplied the field of 
education with new knowledge about the manner in which the 
mind operates. Wittich, Schuller, and Huyghe pointed out 
the importance and effectiveness of the visual image in 
the learning process. Huyghe saw, in the use of "image", 
power that is compatible with the rapidity that governs 
contemporary living. That art has come to occupy a greater 
place in the 20th century society was seen as part of a 
larger development: the obsession of the 20th century with 
the visual image, for this era required instantaneous 
apprehensions. The utilization of the power inherent in 
the visual image was seen as a technique which made new 
educational advances possible. 
The importance of learning to listen, was under-
scored by Flagg, Faulkner, and Mursell who pointed out that 
perceptive understanding was in direct proportion to per-
ceptive listening. The ability to hear was described as 
being the very center of musicianship, and defined as the 
perception of tonal content and structure, and the imaging 
of it in the mind. 
The development of perceptive listening was found 
to be dependent upon learning to listen, which required 
as much attention as learning to read, or learning to play 
a musical instrument. The ability to listen for compre-
hension, was described as being as important as the ability 
to read, for the development of mass media, which increased 
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the preponderance of auditory stimuli, has made the spoken 
work the more po~erful medium of communication. 
Mersand stated that remedial and developmental 
listening would someday be taught as the equivalent phases 
in reading are standard throughout the nation. 
The ability to listen to music was seen to be in 
direct proportion to the understanding of the concepts of 
music expression. The greatest barrier between the listener 
and the music he hears was found to be a working knowledge 
of music form. The knowledge of the specific form or 
organization of musical expressions within the composition 
being considered was said to be a prerequisite to the con-
cept of perceptive listening. 
It was affirmed, beyond doubt, that lessons are 
learned better when addressed to, and recorded simultan-
eously by, the eye and ear on the mind. The functioning 
of the mind was compared to a movie film, in that every 
waking moment of a person's life was found, by Penfield, 
to be synchronously, audio and visually recorded in cells 
of the brain. This ''living memory'', consisting of a 11thread 
of time'' (the movie film), was found to have the ability to 
create indexes for cross references. The ability to recall 
these memories lay in the proportion to meaningful cross-
references. 
Proust made us aware of the importance of meaning-
ful experiences and of educationally sound, directed, and 
active listening in terms of the creation of cross-
references. This concept was further illuminated by the 
functioning of the three levels of the mind-, and the 
manner in which each level was responsible for the inter-
pretation of "external reality." The manner in which the 
external stimuli are received, recorded, and interpreted 
by the three levels of the brain, was seen to affect the 
process of learning in terms of meaningful, useful, and 
integrative re~lity. 
All of these concepts, applied to the use of the 
audio and visual art products of man as audio-visual 
techniques, gave the conceptual approach of this study 
new significance. 
The term creative learning was defined as the 
process which enhances the process of learning, for to 
learn creatively is to bring about an interplay of one's 
experiences and one's potential capacities in such a 
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manner that the child's desire to learn and his positive 
attitude and initiative are enlisted. The use of the concepts 
of creative learnillfi, listening, and seeing, through audio-
visual experiences, were described as having for their 
purpose, the provision of broader opportunities for 
learning and a deeper effectiveness in learning. 
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II. SELECTION OF WORKS 
Chapter II was devoted to establishing the unity of 
expression in all of the arts, and the importance of the appli-
cation of this concept to the study of music listening. The 
conceptual approach of this study found empirical support in 
the fact that Langer and Sachs, in their respective books, 
agreed about the fundamental unity of the arts; and in the 
panoramic view of art throughout history, even though they 
were otherwise almost diametrically opposed. This study 
found more utilization in Langer's "symbolic" theory due to 
the small scope of this work compared to the whole history of 
man. Sach's cyclical theory was also much in evidence in terms 
of the larger reversal of the Classical style from the Baroque, 
and the emotional and technical elements within each style. 
However, it was found that documentation, in terms of empir-
ical evidence, for the "symbolic" forms of human feelings 
. 
and expressions as expressed in specific art expressions, 
was readily available from many sources. 
Schoen's probing of weak spots in the "philosophical 
armor" of Langer's symbolic theory of art, restored signifi-
cance to the value of her theory. Hauser agreed with Langer, 
and asserted that, to be a meaningful experience, the study of 
art must take into account those values realized as they are 
rooted in cultural, rather than other-worldly experience. 
Sedlmayr, too, developed this theory of "symbolism" 
in his book, Art In Crisis, in which he asserted that the 
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underlying realities of any age may be revealed through the common 
expressions found in the various arts. 
III. APPLICATION OF CRITERIA 
. Chapter III and IV involved the application of these 
educational theories to the study of specific musical expressions 
of the 17th and 18th centuries. The approach to the understand-
ing of the musical style and expression of each period was 
developed through an attempt to first relate the cultural forces 
from which it sprang. In this manner, it was hoped that each 
listening experience will become a complete re-creation of the 
composition under study. 
In attempting to create the historical reality of each 
era in terms of each student's understanding, the characteris-
tics of each age, in terms of moulding forces, were illustrated 
as a common denominator in the expressions of man's political, 
social, economic, religious and artistic developments. These 
concepts, as illustrated through visual examples, were then 
addressed to the audio aspect of each age, through the specific 
compositions being studied, in the hopes that the style and con-
tent of each era's musical expressions will instill in each 
student a new perspective of understanding and enjoyment. 
Thus, through looking and hearing, listening and seeing, the 
world of the 17th and 18th century was re-created to form an 
historical reality on which to build a perceptive understanding 
of music appreciation. 
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The "moulding force" of the Baroque period was termed 
the Baroque spirit and was divided into two aspects: the secular 
and religious world. 
The moulding forces of the 18th century, termed the 
"Age of Revolutions", were described as being reflected in the 
Rococo, Expression, Storm and Stress, and Classical spirits. 
Each spirit was discussed and illuminated through audio and 
visual examples. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
It was discovered that numerous factors influence the 
effectiveness of teaching music listening. Among these were the 
manner in which the mind learns, the musical pres~ntation of the 
student's environment, and the background of the student's 
family--all of which strongly affect his attitude and readiness 
to seek this knowledge. 
From the accompanying empirical evidence, it appeared 
that some of the soundest ways to help the child adjust his 
attitudes toward music listening and to stimulate his perception, 
were: first, to relate the musical composition to life itself; 
second, to re-create the historical environment in which the 
composition was created; and third, to emphasize these concepts 
with the visual art products that represent and reflect the 
same realities. 
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations are made as a result of 
this study. 
1. That music education needs further study on the 
concepts evolved from the interrelationships of the arts as 
bases for an educationally sound and effective approach to 
meaningful listening experiences. 
2. That, because the values inherent in the use of 
the audio and visual art products of man as audio-visual 
techniques have not, until now, been sufficiently recognized, 
further study should be completed in this area. 
3. That further study should evolve from the findings 
of contemporary science in regards to the manner in which the 
mind learns, and that these knowledges should be applied to the 
various fields of music education for the enrichment of the 
educational values contained in the study of music. 
4. That a course of study for music education majors 
at the collegiate level be evolved from the conceptual approach 
and findings of this study. 
5. That, because the accessibility of the content of 
• 
musical expressions was found to be dependent upon a working 
knowledge of music form as it was applied to specific com-
positions under consideration, more study needs to be centered 
in the area of music form for the field of music education. 
• 
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6. That more study should evolve on the underlying 
mathematical order and unity of musical expression which appears 
to be an important factor of musical form. 
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It was the purpose of this study (l) to explore certain 
educational theories evolved from concepts of the interrelations 
of the arts and utilize them as bases for the development of 
positive attitudes, understandings, and interests in music for 
students at the secondary shcool level; (2) to evolve a sound 
educational approach to the academically oriented content 
reflected in the musical expressions of the 17th and 18th 
centuried; (3) to utilize the audio and visual aspects of the 
art expressions of these centuries as audio-visual experiences 
illuminating the socio-economic, political, cultural, and phil-
osophical shaping forces of these eras; (4) to make perceptible 
the manner in which the 11 shaping forces 11 helped to determine 
the musical content, style, elements and expression of each 
period; and (5) to use this knowledge as a basis for the 
intensive study of outstanding musical expressions in Baroque, 
Rococo, Expressive, Storm and Stress, and Classical styles. 
Nethod of procedure. The documentation for the con-
ceptual approach of this study led to the investigation of 
sources from various disciplines. Ontological and empirical 
evidence was presented to define and reveal the educational 
and cultural values inherent in the audio-visual approach of 
this study. Discussion followed of the findings, which appeared 
to sustain the necessary, dynamic, and positive educational 
values inherent in this approach to music listening. 
The criteria used to select art expressions, considered 
to reflect the 11 shaping forces 11 of each era, found justification 
3 
in various art theories, among which was Langer's theory of the 
"symbolic" content of art expressions. 
The third and fourth chapters were devoted to the appli-
cation of these criteria to the art works which reflected the 
moulding forces of the 17th and 18th centuries. The reflection 
of these forces was seen in terms of the Baroque, ~ococo, 
Expressive, Storm and Stress, and Classical spirits. 
Conclusions of the findings of the study. It was 
discovered that numerous factors influence the effectiveness 
of teaching music listening. Among these were the manner in 
which the mind learns, the musical presentation of the student's 
environment, and the background of the student's family--all of 
which strongly affect his attitude and readiness to seek this 
knowledge. 
From the accompanying empirical evidence, it appeared 
that some of the soundest ways to help the child adjust his 
attitudes toward music listening and to stimulate his perception, 
were: first, to relate the musical composition to life itself; 
second, to re-create the historical environment in which the 
composition was created; and third, to emphasize these con-
cepts with the visual art products that represent and reflect 
the same realities. 
Recommendations of the findings of the study. The 
following recommendations were made as a result of this study. 
1. That music education needs further study on the 
concepts evolved from the interrelationships of the arts as 
4 
bases for an educationally sound and effective approach to mean-
ingful listening experiences. 
2. That, because the values inherent in the use of the 
audio and visual art products of man as audio-visual techniques 
have not, until now, been sufficiently recognized, further study 
should be completed in this area. 
3. That further study should evolve from the findings 
of contemporary science in regards to the manner in which the 
mind learns, and that these knowledges should be applied to the 
various fields of music education for the enrichment of the 
educational values contained in the study of music. 
4. That a course of study for music education majors 
at the collegiate level be evolved from the conceptual approach 
and findings of this study. 
5. That, because the accessibility of the content of 
musical expressions was found to be ~ependent upon a working 
knowledge of music form as it was applied to specific com-
positions under consideration, more study needs to be centered 
in the area of music form for the field of music education. 
6. That more study should evolve on the underlying 
·mathematical order and unity of musical expression which appears 
to be an important factor of musical form. 
